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Abstract  

The aim of this paper is determination of an optimal policy rule for Iranian economy 

from an Islamic perspective. This study draws on an Islamic instrument known as the 

Musharakah contract to design a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model. In 

this model the interest rate is no longer considered as a monetary policy instrument 

and the focus is on the impact of economic shocks on the Dynamics of Macroeconomic 

variables. Finally, a policy rule based on Musharakah is introduced from which the 

optimal policy and empirical coefficients are derived. Using data from Iran, the 

empirical results indicate that the policy responses of central bank to output gap and 

inflation are in accordance with expectations and therefore, economically 

meaningful. So specified instrument policy rule has to be considered as optimal in 

general. The optimal policy rules indicate that when the authorities pay equal 

attention to the inflation and output gaps the minimum loss is occurred. 
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1. Introduction 

In conventional economics, interest rates not only play an important 

role in money allocation between borrowers and lenders but are also 

unclear and so are conventional tools for monetary policy, such as 

discount rate and open market operations. 

The Taylor (1993) rule is a simple monetary policy rule which 

mechanically links the level of the policy rate to deviations of inflation 

from its target and output from its potential level (the output gap). 

Initially proposed in US as a simple illustration of desirable policy 

rules rooted in academic literature, it has become a popular gauge for 

assessments of the monetary policy stance in both advanced and 

emerging market economies. 

From a theoretical view, Islamic economics is different from 

conventional economics in the sense that interest rate – Riba – is 

prohibited in Islam, for example, banks are not allowed to offer a fixed 

rate of return on deposits and to charge interest on loans. An exclusive 

feature of Islamic economics is its profit and loss sharing paradigm, 

which is predominantly based on Mudharabah (profit sharing) and 

Musharakah (joint venture) concepts of Islamic contracts. Under the 

profit and loss paradigm, the assets and liabilities of Islamic financial 

system are integrated in the sense that borrowers share profits and 

losses with the financial institutions, same as depositors. Advocates of 

Islamic economics, thus, argue that in terms of absorbing external 

shocks Islamic financial system is theoretically better structured than 

conventional financial institutions because the way financial 

institutions’ finance the losses can be partially absorbed by the 

depositors (Khan and Mirakhor, 1989; Iqbal, 1997). Correspondingly, 

the profit and loss paradigm featured the risk-sharing function, 

theoretically, allows Islamic banks to make a longer term basis loan 

with a higher risk-return profiles and therefore, to promote economic 

growth (Chapra, 1992; Mills and Presley, 1999).  

 Islamic economics may face the same macroeconomic issues such 

as economic growth and price stability. Not only are price stability and 

inflation incompatible with the goals of Islamic economy, but also 

prolonged recession and unemployment are unacceptable, because 

they lead to human suffering. Monetary policy, therefore, aims at high 
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rate economic growth with full employment and utilization of 

productive resources. However, it should not lead to an excessive and 

overly-rapid use of resources at the expense of present or future 

generations. Thus the role of monetary policy in Islamic economics is 

undeniably essential. This is because in conventional economics, 

interest rate is the key instrument for executing monetary policy. 

Prohibiting this variable, which performs as a fundamental pillar in 

Islamic economics, would cause differences in the process of 

monetary policy between Muslim countries and countries with 

conventional economic system. 

The first experiments of Islamic banking began in 21st century. 

According to Islamic economists like Ahmad, Rahman, et al. (2011) 

Islamic and conventional banking, are separated in items of interest 

rate, risk sharing and materialism. While many of Islamic countries 

have established mixed systems combining aspects of conventional 

and Islamic banking practices, Iran is one of the pioneering countries 

in which banking operations comply with the Sharia rules of Islam. 

Islamic banking is a system based on legally Sharia- compliant 

financial instruments and transactions, in which conventional 

transactions based on an ex-ante promise of a risk-free rate of return, 

are forbidden and partnership contracts in Islamic banking are 

innovative in the sense that they are neither fully equity nor a debtor-

creditor relationship. 

The aim of this paper is determination of an optimal policy rule 

for economy of Iran from an Islamic perspective. The analysis is based 

on the idea that monetary policy is not concerned in conventional 

interest rate instrument, but in Islamic instrument. The paper also 

intends to explore the welfare gains. This study has designed a DSGE 

model for economy of Iran based on the participation of private sector 

and the government on funding the investment. The profit sharing is 

based on Islamic asset Musharakah contracts. For this purpose an 

Islamic instrument i.e. the Musharakah share of government is 

introduced. In this model the interest rate is no longer considered as a 

monetary policy instrument but the impact of economic shocks on the 

Dynamics of Macroeconomic variables will be considered. Finally, a 

policy rule based on Musharakah is introduced and optimal policy 

coefficient will be derived. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 provides 

an overview of the conventional and Islamic literature .Section 3 

describes the model undertaken in this study. The last two Sections are 

devoted to the empirical finings and the concluding remarks. 

2. Literature Review 

Grohe & Uribe (2004) in their study of a real business cycle model 

augmented with sticky prices, computed welfare-maximizing 

monetary and fiscal policy rules, a demand for money, taxation, and 

stochastic government consumption. Their main findings are: First, 

the size of the inflation coefficient in the interest-rate rule plays a 

minor role for welfare. It matters only insofar as it affects the 

determinacy of equilibrium. Second, optimal monetary policy features 

a muted response to output. More importantly, interest rate rules that 

feature a positive response to output can lead to significant welfare 

losses. Third, the welfare gains from interest-rate smoothing are 

negligible. Fourth, optimal fiscal policy is passive. Finally, the optimal 

monetary and fiscal rule combination attains virtually the same level 

of welfare as the Ramsey optimal policy. 

Gerali et al. (2010) studied the role of credit-supply factors in 

business cycle fluctuations and introduced an imperfectly competitive 

banking sector in a DSGE model with financial frictions. Banks issue 

collateralized loans to both households and firms, obtain funding via 

deposits and accumulate capital from retained earnings. Margins 

charged on loans depend on bank capital-to-assets ratios and on the 

degree of interest rate stickiness. Bank balance sheet constraints 

establish a link between the business cycles, which affect bank profits, 

capital, and the supply and cost of loans. The model is estimated with 

Bayesian techniques using data from the euro area. The analysis leads 

to the following results: First, the existence of a banking sector 

partially attenuates the effects of demand shocks, while it helps 

propagate supply shocks. Second, shocks originating in the banking 

sector explain the largest share of the fall of output during 2008 in the 

euro area, when macroeconomic shocks played a limited role. Third, 

an unexpected destruction of bank capital has a substantial impact on 

the real economy and particularly on investment. 
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Anvari, et al. (2011),   by using a dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium model simulated the   inflation and output gaps by 

applying an interest rate rule that was consistent with the objectives of 

Islamic economy in Iran. They concluded that minimum interest rate 

will be obtained, when   the inflation rate reaches 3 percent within 6 

years. Anvari, et al. (2011), like other studies of DSGE, have applied 

interest rate as a monetary rule, while in the present study the main 

instrument is the government Musharakah share and the profit rate of 

Musharakah is not a policy instrument, but a subjective and private 

measurement for agents’ future investments. Faizi (2008) using a 

Bayesian method, makes the first attempt to develop and estimate a 

New Keynesian small open economy DSGE Model for Iran which is 

one of the pioneering countries whose banking operations comply 

with the sharia. He argues that in an Islamic framework, the central 

banks should develop innovative types of Sharia-compliant financial 

instruments that are also complying with conventional economics. He 

introduced the nominal exchange rate as an alternative monetary 

policy instrument for Iranian economy. 

Gan and Yu (2009) determined optimal Taylor rule from Islamic 

perspective for open and emerging market economies. The method is 

based on Svensson (2000). The idea that monetary policy is not only 

concerned with conventional interest rate instrument, but also with 

Islamic interest rate instrument, constitutes the basis for their analysis. 

Further, the paper intends to explore the welfare gain. Using data from 

Malaysia, the empirical results indicate that (1) monetary policy 

responses of central bank to output gap, inflation and exchange rate 

are in accordance with expectations and economically meaningful 

and, (2) Islamic monetary policy rule predicts better where riba is 

prohibited in the economy and (3) the specified instrument policy rule 

have to be considered as optimal in general. Rasoulinezhad (2012) in 

his article fundamentally presents the concept of DSGE method in 

combination with Islamic principles in the financial theme. Moreover, 

a conceptual model is designed through the Interpretive Structural 

Model (ISM). The results of this paper show the structure of DSGE 

method in the financial theme with Islamic concepts which can be very 

practical for researchers and decision makers. The crucial implication 
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of this research would be using Islamic DSGE for Islamic nations with 

specific related variables. 

Azid and Chaudhry (2014) in their paper discussed the underlying 

causes of international financial crisis under the models presented by 

Minsky and Mathur. Furthermore, the conventional financial system 

is compared with Islamic financial system and the strengths of Islamic 

financial system to stabilize the economies are discussed. 

3. The Theoretical Framework  

In this study, a new Keynesian DSGE model for a small open economy 

is designed for Iran, as an Islamic country. The model consists of 

representative households, firms and government. In this model it is 

assumed that: 

   1. There is a small open economy. 

   2. Apart from the oil exports, the country has no trade with the rest 

of the world. 

   3. The country's total production includes intermediate and final 

goods. 

   4. The most important assumption of this model like conventional 

literature is that households are          firm’s owners, their savings 

are spent for a part of capital financing of intermediary 

producers. The rest of their needs are financed through 

Musharakah. The intermediary producers are confronted with 

two kinds of costs: labor costs, and capital costs, i.e. the profit 

share of government Musharakah. 

   5. The final producer in a competitive market acts as an 

aggregator, combining intermediate goods to make final goods. 

   6. The factors of production are not internationally mobile. 

   7. Goods are normal. 

 Households 

At the beginning of each period, the representative household spends 

a part of its income (gained  from  wage and profit share)  for buying 
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final goods and services.The rest of income is spent for financing part 

of the next period capital of intermediate producers. At the end of each 

period, money is returned to households as wage and profit share, 

which is again consumed and saved. 

The purpose of representative households is to choose the path of 

consumption, labor, and capital financing (savings) in order to 

maximize the present value of life time utility: 

(1) 𝐸𝑡 ∑ 𝛽𝑡𝑢(𝑐𝑡 , 𝑙𝑡)

∞

𝑡=0

= 𝐸𝑡 ∑ 𝛽𝑡 [
𝑐𝑡

1−𝜑

1 − 𝜑
+

(1 − 𝑙𝑡)1−𝜒

1 − 𝜒
]

∞

𝑡=0

 

𝐸𝑡  shows the conditional expectation at time t and 1 <β <0 is 

subjective discount factor of the representative household. It is 

assumed that the household will face two constraints: First, she should 

pay money for buying goods and services, i.e. cash in advance (CIA) 

restriction. In the utility function (1/φ) represents the inter-temporal 

elasticity of substitution, (1 − 𝑙) 𝜒𝑙⁄    is Frisch elasticity of labor 

supply, and l is the amount of steady state labor. We assume that: 

   𝑐𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡                                                                                                      (2) 

 The second restriction is the budget constraint. At the beginning 

of each period the household has two sources of money income .i.e. 

labor income, 𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 and capital income (the net profit gained through 

Musharakah in the previous period,  𝑝𝑟𝑡
𝑠𝑡−1

1+𝜋𝑡
.  The household budget 

constraint can be written as follows:  

 (3) 𝑚𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 + 𝑝𝑟𝑡

𝑠𝑡−1

𝜋𝑡
+ (1 − 𝛿)

𝑠𝑡−1

𝜋𝑡
− 𝜏𝑡 

In which, 𝑚𝑡 and 𝑙𝑡, are real money balances and hours of labor 

respectively, 𝛿 is depreciation rate, and 𝜏𝑡 is net tax payments to the 

government. Inflation has also been introduced as 𝜋𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡 𝑃𝑡−1⁄ .  

Money growth follows an AR (1) exogenous process: 
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(4) 𝑚𝑢𝑡 = 𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑚)𝑚𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ + 휀𝑡
𝑚 

where |𝜌𝑚| < 1 and 휀𝑡
𝑚  is a white noise with zero means and  𝜎𝑚

2 . 
 𝑚𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ stands for the steady state level of money growth. 

The net profit gained by household  𝑝𝑟𝑡 share of household is: 

(5) 
𝑝𝑟𝑡 =

(1 − 𝛾𝑡)𝑓𝑡

𝑠𝑡−1
=

𝑓𝑡

𝑘𝑡−1
 

𝑓𝑡   is the total profit of intermediate firm which is used by 

households and government Musharakah for capital financing.  𝛾𝑡 and 

(1 − 𝛾𝑡)  are defined as the profit shares of government and 

households Musharakah: 

(6) 1 − 𝛾𝑡 =
𝑠𝑡−1

𝑘𝑡−1
 

Household’s choice variables are consumption, labor, money and 

share of Musharakah in financing capital. 

The Lagrangian function can be formulated as follows: 

 ℒ = max ∑ 𝐸𝑡𝛽𝑡 [𝑢(𝑐𝑡 , 𝑙𝑡) + 𝜆𝑡(𝑚𝑡 − 𝑐𝑡) +∞
𝑡=0

  𝜇𝑡 (𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 + 𝑝𝑟𝑡
𝑠𝑡−1

1+𝜋𝑡
+ (1 − 𝛿)

𝑠𝑡−1

1+𝜋𝑡
− 𝑚𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡 − 𝜏𝑡)]                  (7) 

 The optimality conditions of this problem can be written as 

follows: 

(8) 
−𝑢2(𝑐𝑡 , 𝑙𝑡)

𝑢1(𝑐𝑡, 𝑙𝑡)
= 𝑤𝑡 

(9) 
𝑢1(𝑐𝑡, 𝑙𝑡)

𝐸𝑡𝑢1(𝑐𝑡+1, 𝑙𝑡+1)
= 𝛽

1 − 𝛿 + 𝑝𝑟𝑡+1

1 + 𝜋𝑡+1
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The above properties reveal the optimality conditions, i.e. the 

inter-temporal choice between labor supply and consumption and the 

Euler equation.   

Firms 

Final goods producer  

Final product market is a competitive market in which the continuous 

amounts of intermediate products  1,f  are aggregated through a 

CES function: 

(10) 𝑌𝑡 = (∫ 𝑦𝑡(𝑓)1−𝜃𝑑𝑓
1

∘

)

𝜃
𝜃−1

 

Here, θ > 1 shows the elasticity of substitution of demand for 

intermediate goods. The final firm buys the input at price 𝑝𝑡(𝑓)  and 

presells the final goods at price pt. The demand for intermediate 

product (f) is derived by the profit maximization of the final good 

producers as follows:  

 (11) max 𝜋 = 𝑃𝑡𝑌𝑡 − ∫ 𝑝𝑡(𝑓)𝑦𝑡(𝑓)𝑑𝑓
1

∘

 

By replacing Yt from (10) we will have:  

max 𝜋 = 𝑃𝑡 (∫ 𝑦𝑡(𝑓)1−
1
𝜃𝑑𝑓

1

∘

)

𝜃
𝜃−1

− ∫ 𝑝𝑡(𝑓)𝑦𝑡(𝑓)𝑑𝑓
1

∘

 

The solution to F.O.C problem yields the demand for final goods: 

(12) 𝑦𝑡(𝑓) = (
𝑝𝑡(𝑓)

𝑃𝑡
)

−𝜂

𝑌𝑡 
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Where 

(13) 𝑃𝑡 = (∫ 𝑝𝑡(𝑓)−
1
𝜃𝑑𝑓

1

∘

)

−𝜃

 

Intermediate good producer firms 

It is supposed that economy consists of a continuous number of 

intermediate goods producers act in monopolistic competitive market 

indexed by ]1,[f . These producers adjust their price according to 

Calvo process and rent labor in a competitive market. The producers 

operate through a Cobb-Douglas production function:   

(14) 𝑦(𝑓)𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡𝑘(𝑓)𝑡
1−𝜂

𝑙(𝑓)𝑡
𝜂

 

𝐴𝑡 is a static productivity shock, 𝑘𝑡(𝑓)  and  𝑙𝑡(𝑓) are capital and 

labor inputs. Technology shock follows from an AR (1) process:   

(15) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡 = 𝜌𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡−1 + 휀𝑡
𝐴 

Where 휀𝑡
𝐴 is white noise process with zero mean and variance 𝜎𝐴

2  and 

>|𝜌𝐴| < 1 

In this model, the firm’s capital is funded by government and 

households. In each period, the required capital is financed by 

participation of household’s savings st and government Musharakah 

in capital funding (xt).  The total capital can be written as:  

(16) 𝑘𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡 

In each period,   the equation for the movement of capital can be 

written as follows: 

(17) 𝑘𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿)𝑘𝑡 + 𝑖𝑡 
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Final goods firms set the prices based on Calvo process with 

probability of 1 − 𝜉. At the end of the contract the firm can set its 

contracts freely again. The price sets in period t is shown with 𝑝𝑡(𝑓).  
In a period that the contract is valid, the firms should supply the 

demanded product at 𝑝𝑡(𝑓) and rent labor at 𝑙𝑡(𝑓). The maximization 

relation of the firm can be formulized as follows: 

(18) max
𝑝𝑡(𝑓)

𝐸𝑡 ∑ 𝜉𝑗𝜆𝑡[𝑝𝑡(𝑓)𝑦𝑡(𝑓) − 𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 − 𝛾𝑡𝑓𝑡]

∞

𝑗=0

 

Where, 𝜆𝑡 is the marginal utility of consumption. The phrase in the 

parenthesis is the distributed profit between households and 

government. Where, f is defined as:  

(19) 𝑓𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡(𝑓)𝑦𝑡(𝑓) − 𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 

The total cost can be defined as:  

              (20) 𝐶𝐶𝑡 = 𝑤𝑡𝑙𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡𝑓𝑡  

Minimizing the cost subject to production function, yields the 

cost function:   

(21) 𝐶𝐶𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡
−1 (

𝑤𝑡

휂
)

𝜂

(
𝑝𝑟𝑡

1 − 휂
)

1−𝜂

𝑦𝑡(𝑓) 

The marginal cost is a differentiation of product level variable 

of each firm. Differentiating from (19) subject to 𝑝𝑡(𝑓) and regarding 

cost function of (21) reaches to standard optimization condition of 

firm:  

(22) 
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Where 𝑚𝑐𝑡(𝑓) shows the marginal cost of firm f in time t:  

 𝑚𝑐𝑡(𝑓) = 𝐴𝑡
−1 (

𝑤𝑡

휂
)

𝜂

(
𝑝𝑟𝑡

1 − 휂
)

1−𝜂

 

Oil Sector 

Oil production has not been modeled as a separate productive sector, 

because oil revenue is exogenous and a function of the exogenous 

changes in oil prices. The oil revenue shock follows a AR (1) process 

as follows:  

(23) 𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝜌𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑜𝑟)𝑜�̅� + 휀𝑡
𝑜𝑟 

Where > |𝜌𝑜𝑟| < 1  and 휀𝑡
𝑜𝑟  is a white noise process with zero 

mean and 𝜎𝑜𝑟
2  variance. Moreover, 𝑜�̅� is the steady state value of the 

oil revenues and 𝑜𝑟𝑡 is the real flow of oil revenues. It is assumed that 

the oil revenue is a part of government income. 

Government and monetary authority  

It is assumed that government is in charge of both monetary and fiscal 

policies. The real government budget constraint is defined as:  

 𝑔𝑡 + 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝜏𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡𝑓𝑡 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑥𝑡−1 

Where, 𝑔𝑡 is the real government expenditure, 𝜏𝑡 is the lump sum  

tax revenue, 𝑜𝑟𝑡  is the real oil revenue, and 𝑥𝑡  is the participation 

share of government in  capital funding. It is assumed that the 

government real expenditures follow an AR (1) process:  

 𝑔𝑡 = 𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑔)�̅� + 휀𝑡
𝑔

 

Where, >|𝜌𝑔| < 1 , 휀𝑡
𝑔

 is a white noise process with zero mean 

and 𝜎𝑔
2  variance, and �̅�  is the steady level of government 

expenditures.  
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As a monetary authority, government implements the monetary 

policy to close the inflation and output gaps. In this article, the 

monetary policy instrument is government’s share of Musharakah (𝛾𝑡)   

instead of interest rate. The Policy rule that monetary authority applies 

to close the gaps is formulated as:  

(24) (
𝛾𝑡

𝛾
) = (

𝜋𝑡

𝜋
)

𝑔𝜋

(
𝑦𝑡

𝑦
)

𝑔𝑦

(
𝛾𝑡−1

𝛾
)

𝑔𝛾

𝑒𝑡 

Market-clearing conditions 

Total labor and capital required for manufacturing enterprises. 𝐿𝑡 and 

𝐾𝑡 can be written as: 

(25) 

𝐿𝑡 = ∫ 𝑙𝑡(𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

1

0

 

𝐾𝑡 = ∫ 𝑘𝑡(𝑓) 𝑑𝑓

1

0

 

and the aggregate production function for the economy is: 

(26) 𝑌𝑡 = ∆𝑡
−1𝐴𝑡𝐾𝑡

1−𝜂
𝐿𝑡

𝜂
 

Factor market equilibrium implies that 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡_t and 𝐾𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡 +
𝑋𝑡, in other words, supply and demand for the factors of production 

are equal. In the money market demand and supply of money should 

be equal: 𝑚𝑡 = 𝑐𝑡. 

 The equilibrium condition can be written as: 

(27) 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑐𝑡 + 𝑖𝑡 + 𝑔𝑡 
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in which, oil and non-oil production are allocated to household 

consumption expenditure, government expenditure, and investment. 

IS and Philips curves 

By solving the model, IS and Phillips curves can be derived as:1 

(28) �̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡+1 +
(𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )

𝜑
�̃�𝑡+1 + 휁𝑡 

The difference between the above mentioned IS and the conventional 

one is that, IS is no longer dependent on interest rate. 

(29) �̃�𝑡 = ο�̃�𝑡 + 𝜗�̃�𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1 + 𝜖𝑡 

Phillips curve indicates that, inflation is a function of output, the 

share of government Musharakah, and the expected inflation. The 

share of government Musharakah, 𝛾 ̃ is added to Phillips curve. By 

removing the government Musharakah from the model, the standard 

Phillips will be obtained. It is noticeable that  �̃�   has affected the 

economy through supply side. Now we add the third equation to the 

model, i.e. a policy rule. Then by using an optimal simple rule (OSR) 

the optimal coefficients in policy rule can be obtained. 

Following Rotenberg and Woodford, a large number of literatures 

provide a welfare base criterion that uses second order approximation 

of social welfare function. According to Gali (1961) the social loss 

functioning in a new Keynesian model can be derived as follows: 

(30) 𝑊 =
1

2
𝐸0 ∑ 𝛽𝑡 ((𝜑 +

𝜑 + 1 − 휂

휂
) �̃�𝑡

2 +
𝜖

𝜆
�̃�𝑡

2)

∞

𝑡=0

 

Where, ϵ = 1 + 휃 휃⁄  and λ = (1-ξ) (1-ξβ) /ξ. 

Unsurprisingly, OSR estimation leads to high values of gy an gπ 

in Musharakah rule because there is no compensation in the objective 
 
1. For proofs please see the appendix.  
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function for high variance of the policy instrument (here Musharakah 

rule). A more realistic model requires a compensating term for high 

variance of policy instrument (Juillard, 2010), as: 

𝑊 = 𝜆1�̃�𝑡
2 + 𝜆2�̃�𝑡

2 + 𝜆3∆�̃�𝑡
2 

The optimal inflation rate is its steady state value, i.e. zero, and the 

optimal output growth is computed by using HP filter for the economy 

of Iran during the period 1979-2012.  

4. Results 

Calibration 

In this model, the interest rate no longer acts as a monetary policy 

instrument. But an Islamic instrument i.e. the Musharakah share is 

introduced into the model.  Estimating the parameters of the model is 

one of the important stages of empirical measurement in general 

equilibrium models. The required ratios for the calibration are derived 

from the Central Bank annual data during the period 1979-2012. It is 

noticeable that the household discount factor is derived from steady 

state values.  

As the first step, the parameters of the model are either calibrated 

on the basis of previous studies, or computed based on the observed 

steady-state levels of real variables. The calibrated parameters are 

shown in table 1.  

Steady State Parameters 

In this section, the parameters influencing the deterministic steady 

state of the model are identified. Table 2 shows the steady state ratios 

of variable of the economy of Iran during the period 1979-2012. Table 

2 shows the steady state ratios of variable of the economy for 1979-

2012 period. 
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Table 1: The Calibrated Parameters  

Symbol Parameter explanation 
Calibrated 

value 
Resource 

φ substitution elasticity of 

consumption 

1.5 Bahatarchi and 

Tuneinson 

(2005) 

η share of labor supply in 

production 

0.656 Research 

findings 

β subjective discount rate  0.976 Research 

findings 

1 + θ

θ
 

demand elasticity of 

intermediate products  

4.33 based on 30% 

mark up 

1 − lss

χlss

 
elasticity of labor supply 

subject to wage (Frisch) 

0.46 Taei (2006) 

δ depreciation rate  0.07 Research 

findings 

ρ𝑖 government participation 

weight in the of monetary 

policy 

0.3 Research 

findings 

𝑔𝑦 production weight in the 

monetary policy 

1.37 Research 

findings 

𝑔𝜋 inflation weight in the 

monetary policy 

0.3 Research 

findings 

Source: Research findings 
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Table 2: The Steady State Ratios Gained from the Time 

Series of Iran’s Economy 

Ratio of 

steady states 
Explanation of ratios 

Calculated 

amount 

𝒄𝒔𝒔

𝒚𝒔𝒔
 

Steady ratio of  consumption of private 

sector to non-oil production  

0.58 

𝒐𝒓𝒔𝒔

𝒚𝒔𝒔
 

Steady ratio of oil incomes to non-oil 

production 

0.104 

𝒈𝒔𝒔

𝒚𝒔𝒔
 

Steady ratio of government expenditures  

to non-oil production 

0.195 

𝝉𝒔𝒔

𝒚𝒔𝒔
 

Steady state ratio of government tax 

incomes  to non-oil production 

0.048 

𝜸𝒔𝒔 Steady state level of government 

participation rate to investment 

0.28 

Source: Research findings 

Second Order Moments of Variables 

In order to complete the quantitative analysis, Table 3 shows the 

standard deviations of key variables of the model. The results show 

that the standard deviation of consumption is the highest for both real 

and simulated data. The volatility of investment is more than non-oil 

sector. The simulated standard deviations of real and simulated 

variables are close together. Using data from Iran, the empirical results 

indicate that the policy responses of central bank to output gap and 

inflation are in accordance with expectations and economically 

meaningful and, the specified instrument policy rule has to be 

considered as optimal in general. We may conclude that the simulated 

model represents the economy of Iran.  
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Table 3: Comparison between Second Moments of 

Simulated and Real Data Variables 

Variable 

Standard 

Deviation 

(S.D.) 

Correlation with 

non-oil 

production 

Relative S.D. 

Model 
Real 

data 
Model 

Real 

data 
Model 

Real 

data 

Non-oil 

production  
0.059 0.05 1 1 1 1 

Consumption 0.062 0.07 0.70 0.83 1.05 1.4 

Investment 0.159 0.13 0.69 0.73 2.69 2.6 

Source: Research findings 

Discussion 

In this section, four economic shocks are divided into supply and 

demand shocks. The effects of demand and supply shocks on the 

output and inflation gaps and on the share of government Musharakah 

are shown in the following figures. To analyze these shock effects in 

this model, each shock is considered to have either direct or indirect 

effects through policy rule. The direct effect of a positive demand 

shock increases the output gap in period t and through policy rule 

increases �̃�𝑡 and consequently inflation gap through Phillips curve due 

to inflationary expectations leads to adjust the output gap. So in this 

model, �̃�𝑡 acts as a countercyclical instrument. 

A positive supply shock increases directly the inflation and 

indirectly the share of government Musharakah through policy rule. 

This indirect effect with one period lag through IS curve (inflation 

expectation) and policy rule decreases output. Supply shock affects 

output, first, immediately after initial supply shock, and then through 

increasing �̃�𝑡  in policy rule. Then, the output change affects �̃�𝑡 . 

Therefore, �̃�𝑡  decreases until the economy converges to the 

steady state. 
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Figure 1: Demand side shock effects 
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Figure 2: Supply side shock effects 

 
 

 

According to Figure 2 a supply shock increases inflation rate (paii) 

and decreases output (y) and then �̃�𝑡 (gam) until the gaps are closed. 

The optimal policy coefficients 

In this section we characterize the optimal policy problem in a small 

open economy with sticky prices.  For this purpose the policy rules 

and quadratic welfare loss functions can be derived from the model 

above as: 

γ̃t = ρiγ̃t−1 + (1 − ρi)[gy(ỹt − y̅) + gπ(π̃t)]  

 

W = λ1ỹt
2 + λ2π̃t

2 + λ3∆γ̃t
2 
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Table 3: The Optimal Coefficients of Musharakh Rule 

 
Optimal Rules 

𝝆𝒊
∗ 𝒈𝒚

∗  𝒈𝝅
∗  W 𝑽𝜸 𝑽𝒚 𝑽𝝅 

Ramsey 

Rule 
- - - 0.458 0.4160 0.0177 0.0843 

𝐠𝐲 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

𝐠𝐩 = 𝟏 

𝛒𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

0.648 0.366 1.067 0.0514 0.016 0.0246 0.0878 

𝐠𝐲 = 𝟎 

𝐠𝐩 = 𝟏 

𝛒𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

0.722 0.315 1.311 0.0512 0.0181 0.0245 0.0879 

𝐠𝐲 = 𝟏 

𝐠𝐩 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

𝛒𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

0.644 1.062 0.364 0.0514 0.0156 0.0247 0.0878 

𝐠𝐲 = 𝟏 

𝐠𝐩 = 𝟎 

𝛒𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

0.713 1.275 0.272 0.05136 0.0159 0.0246 0.088 

𝒈𝒚 = 𝟏 

𝐠𝐩 = 𝟏 

𝛒𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟑 

0.653 0.963 0.962 0.0508 0.0276 0.0239 0.0873 

Empirical Non-optimal Rules 

Smoothing 

rules 
0.3 1.37 0.3 0.19791 0.0458 0.0234 0.0858 

No-

smoothing 

rules 

- 1.37 0.3 0.199562 0.0485 0.0236 0.0852 

Simple 

rules 
- - 0.3 0.220575 0.0005 0.0324 0.0940 

Source: Research findings 
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In this paper, the loss function equation indicates social cost or 

loss associated with twin “evils” of deviations of inflation from 

equilibrium (desired) rate and deviations of output from potential (full 

employment) levels. One of the methods for analyzing the optimal 

policy drawn from the model is finding the coefficients that maximize 

(or minimize) the social welfare (central bank’s loss function). For this 

purpose, different weights for output, inflation and share of 

government Musharakah in objective function are estimated for the 

optimal and non-optimal rules by Dynare software.  Table 3 compares 

the results for the optimal and non-optimal rules. The scenarios with 

the least welfare loss and the least gaps are the preferred policies. 

The results show that when the authorities respond equally to the 

inflation and output gaps, minimum loss occurs.  

Table 3 shows that in the case of implementing non – optimal   

rules, the maximum loss is occurred when policy instrument responds 

strictly to the inflation gap. The welfare losses in optimal rules are less 

than non - optimal rules. Furthermore, optimal rules need less 

government response to close the gaps. Finally, the volatility of output 

and inflation in optimal rules are less than non – optimal rules. 

Table 4: Real Gaps, Empirical Gaps, and Optimized Gaps 

in the Model 

 Real Data% Empirical 

rules % 

Optimal 

policy% 

Inflation gap 18.7 0.3 0 

Output Gap 9.1 6.4 1.6 

Source: Research findings 

The above table which is based on the real data of the economy of 

Iran during the period 1981-2012, shows that the output gap is 9.1 % 

of potential output, while this ratio is 6.4 % and 1.6% in empirical and 

optimal rules respectively. The inflation gap   is 18.7%, 3% and 0% 

for real data, empirical and optimal rules respectively. These results 

indicate that the simulated optimal and empirical models have the 

ability to converge economy to their targeted values.  
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5. Concluding Remarks 

The purpose of this study is providing a dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium model by introducing an Islamic instrument i.e. the 

Musharakah contracts in Iran. In this model the interest rate no longer 

acts as a monetary policy instrument. Then, the impact of economic 

shocks on the Dynamics of Macroeconomic variables is considered. 

Finally, a policy rule based on Musharakah is introduced and optimal 

policy and empirical coefficients are derived. Using data from Iran, 

the empirical results indicate that policy responses of central bank to 

output gap and inflation are in accordance with expectations and are 

economically meaningful and, the specified instrument policy rule 

have to be considered as optimal in general. Moreover, the results 

reveal that: First in non – optimal empirical rules, the maximum loss 

is occurred when, policy instrument responses strictly to inflation gap. 

Second, the welfare losses in optimal rules are less than non- optimal 

rules. Third, in optimal rules, less government response is required to 

close the gaps, and, finally, in optimal rules, the volatility of both 

output and inflation are less than the non –optimal rules. The optimal 

policy rules indicate that when the authorities respond equally to the 

inflation and output gaps, the minimum loss is occurred. The results 

confirm that the new policy rule introduced in this paper can be a good 

substitute for Tailor Rule in conventional models. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Log-Linearized equation system 

 

(17) 𝜒 (
𝑙𝑠𝑠

1−𝑙𝑠𝑠
) 𝑙𝑡 + 𝜑�̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡  

(18) �̃�𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡 �̃�𝑡+1 −
1

𝜑
𝐸𝑡(𝑝�̃�𝑡+1 − �̃�𝑡+1) 

(19) 𝑚�̃�𝑡 = −�̃�𝑡 + 휂�̃�𝑡 + (1 − 휂)(𝑝�̃�𝑡 + �̃�𝑡) 

(20) �̃�𝑡 =
(1 − 𝜉)(1 − 𝜉𝛽)

𝜉
𝑚�̃�𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1 

(21) 𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1 = �̃�𝑡 + 𝛿𝑖�̃� 

(22) �̃�𝑡 (
𝑘𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) = �̃�𝑡 (

𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + �̃�𝑡 (

𝑥𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) 

(23) 𝑝�̃�𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 − �̃�𝑡−1 + �̃�𝑡 

(24) �̃�𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1 + �̃�𝑡 

(25) 

 

�̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡 + (1 − 휂)�̃�𝑡 + 휂𝑙𝑡 
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(26) 

 �̃�𝑡 (
𝑔𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + �̃�𝑡 (

𝑥𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) = 𝑜�̃�𝑡 (

𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + �̃�𝑡 (

𝜏𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + (�̃�𝑡 +

𝑓𝑡)𝛾𝑠𝑠 (
𝑓𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + (1 − 𝛿)�̃�𝑡−1 (

𝑥𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) 

(27) �̃�𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡 = �̃�𝑡 − 𝑝�̃�𝑡 − �̃�𝑡 

(28) 𝑚�̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡 − �̃�𝑡−1 + �̃�𝑡 

(29) �̃�𝑡 = 𝜌𝑖�̃�𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑖)[𝑔𝑦(�̃�𝑡 − �̅�) + 𝑔𝜋(�̃�𝑡)] 

(30) �̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡 

(31) �̃�𝑡 + 𝑜�̃�𝑡 (
𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) = �̃�𝑡 (

𝑐𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + 𝑖̃𝑡 (

𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) + �̃�𝑡 (

𝑔𝑠𝑠

𝑦𝑠𝑠
) 

(32) 𝑎𝑡 = 𝜌𝐴𝑎𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝐴)�̅� + 휀𝑡
𝑎 

(33) 𝑔𝑡 = 𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑔)�̅� + 휀𝑡
𝑔

 

(34) 𝑚𝑢𝑡 = 𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑚)𝑚𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ + 휀𝑡
𝑚 

(35) 𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝜌𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌𝑜𝑟)𝑜�̅� + 휀𝑡
𝑜𝑟 
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Appendix 2:  IS and Phillips curves derivation 

IS is derived from substituting equity (45) in Euler (32): 

�̃�𝑡 − (𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )𝑖̃𝑡 − (𝑔𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )�̃�𝑡 + (𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )𝑜�̃�𝑡

= �̃�𝑡+1 − (𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )𝑖̃𝑡+1 − (𝑔𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )�̃�𝑡+1

+ (𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )𝑜�̃�𝑡+1 +
(𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )

𝜑
(�̃�𝑡+1 − 𝑝�̃�𝑡+1) 

Rearranging the properties of above parameters gives: 

�̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡+1 + (𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )Δ�̃�𝑡 − (𝑔𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )Δ�̃�𝑡 + (𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )Δ𝑜�̃�𝑡

+
(𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )

𝜑
(�̃�𝑡+1 − 𝑝�̃�𝑡+1) 

The second terms carries the demand side   variables which are 

independent of Policy (tip.)  Summarized as 휁𝑡: 

�̃�𝑡 = �̃�𝑡+1 +
(𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑠𝑠⁄ )

𝜑
�̃�𝑡+1 + 휁𝑡 

where 휁𝑡 is a white noise demanding side shocks with zero mean and 

variance of 𝜎𝑡
2 . The most important feature of this IS is its 

independence of interest rate as a policy instrument. 

Philips curve is derived from substituting (33) in (34). Substituting in 

(33) from (31) for �̃�𝑡 implies that: 

𝑚�̃�𝑡 = −�̃�𝑡 + 휂(𝜈𝑙𝑡 + 𝜑�̃�𝑡) + (1 − 휂)(𝑝�̃�𝑡 + �̃�𝑡)𝑚�̃�𝑡

= −�̃�𝑡 + 휂(𝜈𝑙𝑡 + 𝜑�̃�𝑡) + (1 − 휂)(𝑝�̃�𝑡 + �̃�𝑡) 

where ν = 𝜒 (
𝑙𝑠𝑠

1−𝑙𝑠𝑠
). Knowing that profit rate is t.i.p. substituting from 

(39) and (44), imply; 

𝑚�̃�𝑡 = −�̃�𝑡 + 휂 (
𝜈

휂
(�̃�𝑡 − �̃�𝑡 + (1 − 휂)�̃�𝑡) + 𝜑�̃�𝑡)

+ (1 − 휂)(𝑝�̃�𝑡 + �̃�𝑡) 

𝑚�̃�𝑡 = 𝜈�̃�𝑡 + (1 − 휂)�̃�𝑡 + (𝑡. 𝑖. 𝑝) 

Substituting the above equation in Philips curve, obtains: 
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�̃�𝑡 =
(1−𝜉)(1−𝜉𝛽)

𝜉
(𝜈�̃�𝑡 + (1 − 휂)�̃�𝑡 + (𝑡. 𝑖. 𝑝)) + 𝛽𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1  

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 0 = 𝜆 𝜈, and 𝜗 = 𝜆(1 − 휂) in which 

 λ = (1 − 𝜉)(1 − 𝜉𝛽)/𝜉 gains Phillips curve: 

�̃�𝑡 = ο�̃�𝑡 + 𝜗�̃�𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸𝑡�̃�𝑡+1 + 𝜖𝑡 

Appendix 3: Empirical coefficients 

  
Dependent Variable: LGAM_CY   

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 04/27/15   Time: 17:08   

Sample (adjusted): 1982- 2001   

Included observations: 30 after adjustments  

Convergence achieved after 12 iterations  

No d.f. adjustment for standard errors & covariance 

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     C 0.085836 0.046885 1.830788 0.0791 

LGAM_CY(-1) 0.300540 0.155479 1.932995 0.0646 

YHAT(1) 0.964931 0.495519 1.947312 0.0628 

LINF_CY(1) 0.199932 0.070619 2.831134 0.0090 

AR(3) 0.010809 0.182675 0.059171 0.9533 

     
     R-squared 0.364930     Mean dependent var 0.008038 

Adjusted R-squared 0.263319     S.D. dependent var 0.168644 

S.E. of regression 0.144747     Akaike info criterion -0.876645 

Sum squared resid. 0.523793     Schwarz criterion -0.643112 

Log likelihood 18.14967     Hannan-Quinn criter. -0.801936 

F-statistic 3.591437     Durbin-Watson stat 2.045038 

Prob.(F-statistic) 0.019075    

     
     Inverted AR Roots       .22     -.11-.19i   -.11+.19i 
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 1. Introduction 

The growth of a firm needs suitable conditions. It is a function of 

different and complex factors including: Management, Control, 

Innovation, Coordination and Cooperation. The view that the small 

and medium firms necessarily create higher growth and employment 

seems premature. In the process of growth, firms are affected by 

different factors including: Age, Size, Level of competition among 

them, Level of available human capital, Advertisement expenditure, 

as well as the research and development (R&D) cost.  

Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to examine the relationship 

between the size of the firm, the research and development (R&D) 

expenditure and advertisement cost on one hand and the growth of the 

firms of manufacturing industry in Iran, on the other. Panel regression 

technique is used for this purpose.  

Reviewing the practical researches about the Gibrat law shows 

that it is not always possible to compare them because of the sample 

differences and various techniques used. In most of the previous 

researches, advertisement is used as one of the important behavioral 

variables and the evaluation of the effect of other behavioral variables, 

like research and development, on the market performance, has not 

been considered yet. Hence, conducting the current research and 

discussing the effect of other variables like size, research and 

development and advertisement costs on the firm growth is necessary 

and important.  

Unfortunately, no researches that focus directly on the firm’s 

growth have been carried out in Iran. Iranian literature on the topic has 

been mostly devoted to the characteristics of the small and medium 

size firms and has tried to come up with solutions to lead them to 

improvement.  

To examine the relationship between the size of the firm, the 

research and development (R&D) expenditure and advertisement cost 

and the growth of the Iranian firms of the manufacturing industry, the 

published data of the Iran Statistics Center is used. The index used to 

show the size of the firm is its sale amount. The four digit ISISC data 

of the period 1997-2007(Solar calendar of 1386-1376) for Iranian 

manufacturing industry is used in this analysis.  
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2. Literature Review 

The research about the firm growth started in 1931 by Gibrat and after 

that, the issue has gained attention by the researchers from the 1950s 

on. Some of them will be discussed here: 

Hart and Prais (Hart 1956) analyzed the business concentration of 

some British firms. The period of the analysis was 1885 to 1950 and 

the growth of firms was calculated every six years. The chosen 

factories were brewery, distillation, iron, coal and steel. In this 

research, two different ways are used. In the first approach, all 

factories were classified in three categories (large, medium and small). 

In addition, the growth rate of a firm was defined as the final size of 

the firm divided by the initial size of it. Then, the distribution of 

growth rates was analyzed for large, medium and small firms. The 

findings show that the distribution of growth rates is equal in all three 

categories and hence, the Gibrat law is verified.  

In the second approach, like the first one, the firms were analyzed 

in the period 1885-1950 and the sample was just like that of the first 

approach. In the second approach, dynamics of firms were analyzed 

for five periods and the distributions of firms and the standard 

deviations of firm size from the mean were calculated and ranked. 

In the analysis of Hart and Prais, the entrance of new firms, the 

exit of current firms and the change in the distribution of size of 

firms were considered separately. The findings of the second approach 

show that:  

1. There are smaller firms that become inactive and hence exit 

the industry in each period.  

2. The Gibrat law is verified for the period 1885-1939.  

3. In the period 1939-1950, the smaller firms used to grow faster 

than the bigger firms and the Gibrat law failed in this period.   

Simon and Bonini (Simon 1958) explored 5000 industrial firms 

chosen from among the largest American firms in the period 1954-

1956. The sample used by Hart and Prais (Hart 1956) was used in this 

article as well. Here also the chosen factories are classified in three 
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categories (large, medium and small) and the distribution of growth 

rates is analyzed and compared for large, medium and small firms. 

The conclusions show that the distribution of growth rates is equal in 

all three categories and hence the Gibrat law is confirmed.  

In addition, Simon and Bonini computed the linear regression of 

the growth rates on the initial size of the firms that confirmed the 

Gibrat law; in their model there was no sign of hetroscedasticity. The 

outcomes of the Simon and Bonini work were published in a paper 

named: "The size distribution of business firm".  

Pagoulatos and Sorensen (Sorensen 1981) provide a simultaneous 

equation analysis of advertising, concentration and profitability and 

evaluate the relation between these three. The method employed in 

this study is to estimate the simultaneous equations between structure, 

behavior and performance using American food industry data. The 

results show that the concentration of advertisement has an important 

effect on the concentration and profitability and is an obstacle to entry 

in the American food industry.   

Using simultaneous equations system and three-round least square 

technique, Uri and Coate (Uri 1989) evaluated the relation between 

the concentration, advertisement, the research and development cost 

and performance in the American manufacturing industry. The results 

show that advertisement, concentration and research and development 

costs have positive effect on performance and there is a one-sided 

causal relation from the advertisement concentration toward growth 

and profitability in these industries.  

Hart and Oulton (Hart 1996) evaluated the relation between the 

growth and the size of firms. In this paper, another model of firm 

growth is provided and the Gibrat law is examined. According to this 

model, if the size distribution of the firms (which is a sign of 

employment) is lognormal, which means that the size of the firm (x) 

has the form of ),( 2x , then the distribution of normal 

logarithm of employment is normal itself and has the form: 

xyNy ln),,( 2   ; in which )(tyi
is the normal logarithm of 

the ith firm in time t where: ni ,.....,1 and Tt ,....,0  and standard 

deviation is:  )()( tYty ii
. The stochastic shocks which affect the 
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stochastic logarithmic distribution of the firm size are shown by: 

)(ti ; which is independent of )1( tyi
 and also:   0)( tE i  and 

  22
)(  tE i

.   

Hart and Oulton discussed the central limit theorem (CLT) 

provided by Veiner, Linderberg and Lyapunof. Each of these theories 

state different assumptions about )(t but in all processes and under 

all assumptions about )(t  lognormal distribution is produced.   

Generally, these assumptions explain why we use lognormal 

distributions frequently in evaluation of the firm size. Each of these 

three theories may be used to conclude and derive the Gibrat relative 

effect law; according to which the relative change of the firm size is 

independent of its initial size.  

Trying to explain why firms are different, Pfaffermayr and Bellak 

(Pfaffermayer 2002) evaluated data related to 700 manufacturing 

firms in Australia during 1996-1999. In this research, the standard 

estimation of the Gibrat law is done; it means that the regression of 

growth on the logarithm of the initial size is conducted. The Gibrat 

law is not rejected and the growth of the firm is meaningfully and 

stochastically determined.  

Pirguani et al. (Piergiovanni 2003) discuss the Gibrat law and the 

relation between the size of the firm and its growth. In this paper, 9051 

infant firms chosen from five Italian service industries are evaluated 

in the period 1994-1998. The gathered observations about the size of 

the firms are classified in different categories and then this question is 

answered: are the growth rates for different classes of size distributed 

equally? The results show that the Gibrat law is rejected in 4 categories 

(out of five) and it is the case only for the camps that the size and 

growth are independent statistically and hence the Gibrat law can 

be verified.    

Delmonte and Papagni (Papgni 2003)  discusses the relationship 

between the research and development and the growth of the firms. In 

this paper, a sample of 659 Italian manufacturing firms are chosen and 

analyzed for the period 1989-1997. The size of the firm, total sale and 

employment are the criteria for evaluation. A unit root test is 
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conducted using the time series information. The null hypothesis is 

that β=0 and the Lagrange Multiplier Test is done. The Gibrat law test 

was conducted using the unit root test of panel data and the final result 

was the acceptance of the law and the stochastic characteristics of the 

growth rates of the firms.       

Considering the fixed asset as a criterion for the firm size, Chen 

and Lu (Chen 2003)  evaluates the information of 258 Taiwanese firms 

in the period 1988-1999. The unit root test of panel data is performed 

to study the relation between the logarithm of the firm size in the 

beginning and at the end of the periods. The independent and 

identically distributed (iid) assumption and evaluation of the partial 

correlation of data has been paid attention to in this paper. The results 

show that under the independent and identically distributed (iid) 

assumptions, the Gibrat law is held in 4 industries (out of 18) and when 

the partial correlation is considered itself, the Gibrat law is held in 6 

industries (out of 18). So, generally the result is that different 

outcomes may happen when different estimators and assumptions 

are considered. 

Adretsch et al. (Audretsch 2004) and Pirguani et al. (Piergiovanni 

2003) tried to verify the Gibrat law, which means that the growth rates 

of firms are independent of the size of the firms, for low-scale firms 

in the service industry in the Netherlands and Italia. These endeavors 

proved useless and without any results. In the Netherlands firms, there 

were a kind of tendency toward the verification of the Gibrat law; but 

it was not the case for the Italian firms. These findings do not contrast 

with that of Geroski (Geroski 1995), Sutton (Sutton 1997) and 

Caves (Caves 1998). Geroski (1995) shows that the growth rates of 

the studied firms declines when the size of the firms increases 

systematically.  

Adrech et al. (Audretsch 2004) evaluates the Gibrat law in 1170 

firms in the Italian service industry, up to four digit code, between 

1987-1991. The annual observations of the firms are gathered from 

the CBS database and the criterion for firm size is the amount of sales. 

The firm size observations are classified into some groups and this 

question is evaluated: are the growth rates of firms distributed equally 

between different groups? The result of the analysis is that the Gibrat 
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law is rejected; meaning that the size and growth are dependent 

statistically.    

Johansson (Johansson 2004) analyzes the annual data of firms 

acting in the Sweden IT industry for the period 1993-1998 and the 

criterion for the firm size was employment. This paper performs the 

test related to availability or unavailability of fixed or random effects. 

The total result is the rejection of the Gibrat law and hence, the growth 

of the firms decline with the expansion of the size. This paper is 

repeated with other techniques and the result is the same. 

Studying the 2640 factory firms in Greece in the period 1992-

1997, using the employment as an index for firm size and estimating 

nonparametric density, Fotopoulos and Louri (Fotopouols 2004) 

discusses the relation between firm growth and foreign direct 

investment. The findings show that the logarithms of firm size data are 

deviated from their mean; the growth rates of firms are not stochastic 

completely; the firm size has negative relation with the firm growth 

and the Gibrat law is rejected. However, the negative effect of size on 

the growth of the firm is more meaningful for firms having faster 

growth.  

Lensink et al.(Lensink 2005) evaluates uncertainty and the firm 

growth. In this paper, data related to 811 Dutch firms in the period 

1995-1999 is studied and the criterion for firm size is employment (the 

Logit model is used also). Firms with less than five workers are 

considered small and those with more than five are regarded large. The 

question under study is whether firm growth has different forms for 

small and medium scale firms. The result is that there is no clear image 

of the firm growth and findings are in harmony with the Gibrat law; 

meaning that the growth of firms are independent of their size. 

Using the ARD database in the period 1973-1998, Harris and 

Trainor (Harris 2005) used 26 British manufacturing industries to 

come up with firm analysis. These industries form one third of the UK 

GDP in the period under study. Different criteria (like employment, 

GDP and gross value added) are used to measure the firm size. To 

analyze the relation between the size of the firm and its growth, the 

unit root test for a panel of data is used. The results show that Gibrat 

law is rejected and this finding is verified using three different criteria.            
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3. Theoretical Bases 

One of the important laws in area of firm growth is the law of 

Proportionate Growth. In the simplest explanations, Gibrat law says 

that the expected rate of growth of a firm is independent of its initial 

size in the beginning of the period under study and it is considered as 

a law. The Gibrat relative effects law describes the industrial growth 

better than alternative theories. This law has a kind of information 

basis that shows the evolutionary behavior of a firm. There are three 

reasons for this claim:   

1. The Gibrat law emphasizes the heterogeneity available 

between firms and shows the variance of growth shocks.  

2. The stochastic nature of the Gibrat law shows the internal 

uncertainty of firms and economic systems.  

3. Gibrat considers a dependency path for a firm; which means 

that the current size of the firm is affected by the growth 

shocks in the previous periods. This problem shows, in a  

way, the stochastic characteristic of the firm growth (Coad, 

2009, p. 7).  

According to the hypothesis of this research and the Gibrat law, 

the probability of any change in the firm size in a specified time period 

is independent of the initial size of the firm. Hence, if the firm size in 

time t is denoted by (St) then the growth rate of the firm (gt), which is 

a stochastic variable, can be stated as:  

t

t

tt g
S

SS








1

1  

This formula can be rearranged as:  

St = St-1(1+gt) 

With iterated substitutions for the values of St-1 and St-2 in this 

formula, we come up with: 

     tt gggSS  1.......11 210
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Taking logarithms from the both sides of the formula, we can 

come up with: 

     



t

i

it gLogSLogSLog
1

0 1
 

Considering the fact that:   tt ggLog 1  we can rewrite this 

formula in the following form:  

    



t

i

it gSLogSLog
1

0
 

As it can be inferred from this formula, the size of a firm in the 

current period is dependent to the initial size of it plus a bunch of 

stochastic elements; which determine the growth rate of the firm. 

When t approaches infinity, then the logarithm of the initial size of the 

firm becomes less important in comparison with the current size of it 

but the importance of stochastic elements increases. Now if the growth 

rates have independent and normal distribution with mean µ and 

variance δ 2, then we can say that the logarithm of the current size of 

the firm has also mean µ and variance δ 2. Therefore, the distribution 

of the firm size in the industry is Lognormal and the initial size of the 

firm has nothing to do with its growth.  

Another way used to test the Gibrat law is based on this idea that 

if a growth process is stochastic, then there should be no relation 

between the firm size, in a period of time, and its growth. The 

regression analysis of this idea is:   

(log(𝑆𝑖,𝑡+𝑛) − log(𝑆𝑖,𝑡)) = 𝑎 + 𝑏1 log(𝑆𝑖,𝑡) + 𝑏2(log(𝑆𝑖,𝑡) − log(𝑆𝑖,𝑡−𝑛)) + 𝑢𝑖 

In this equation, St stands for the firm size and ui for the error term. 

In this model, the regression of the firm growth is performed (in the 

period t and t+n) on the logarithm of the firm size in period t and firm 

growth in period t-n and t. According to Gibrat law, 𝑏1and 𝑏2 should 

be equal to zero; 𝑏1 = 0 means that there is no relation between the 

firm size in period t and the growth of the firm in the period t and t+n. 

But, 𝑏2 = 0 means that there is no relation between the firm growth 
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in period t-n and t and the growth in period t+n and t. This model can 

be estimated using the cross-section data. However, if the results of 

the regression of model do not confirm the Gibrat law, two situations 

may happen:  

 If 𝑏1 < 0, it means that there is a negative relation between the 

firm size in period t and its growth in period t+n and t. under 

this condition, the smaller firms experience higher growth than 

the large firms. So, in the long-run, there will be a kind of 

convergence in the size of the firms in the industry. In such 

situations, the increase in the industrial concentration will be 

limited to a specified amount.  

 If 𝑏2 > 0, it means that there is a positive relation between the 

firm growth rates. It shows that the firm that has a fast growth 

in period t and t-n, will continue its fast growth in period t and 

t+n. In this condition, the trend of the industrial concentration 

will be strengthened as time elapses.   

In this paper, following Pagoulatos and Sorensen (Sorensen 1981) 

and Uri and Coate (Uri 1989) in which the effect of research and 

development and the advertisement concentration variables on the 

performance of economic firms is evaluated, research and 

development and the advertisement concentration variables (as 

behavioral variables) are derived for the Iranian producing firms and 

their effects on the firm growth, which is the performance index 

(alongside with firm size), are evaluated. Before introducing and 

estimating the studied model, a definition of behavior and 

performance of firms are provided next.       

4. Firms Behavior 

Behavior is one of the three elements of the market and in fact is a 

model used by firms to harmonize them with the market condition. 

Any decision or policy that a firm uses to continue its work in the 

market lies in the area of behavior. Some of the behavior variables are: 

Pricing policies, Production policies, Sale enhancement policies, 
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Reaction to rivals’ behavior, Research and development, and 

advertisement.      

5. Performance 

Economic performance is a bunch of effects and consequences 

generated form economic activities. Because of the variety of the firm 

activities, the economic performance has different dimensions. The 

economic performance of firms can be understood in three areas: 

Firstly, each firm buys from the input and labor markets as buyer of 

resources and human capital. Secondly, the performance of the firms 

relate to organization of production, coordination of human forces, 

production tools and other inputs, choice of technology and 

production method and finally managing the financial issues. Thirdly, 

each firm inters in selling and buying of goods and services (Kahshi, 

2009). In fact, the performance is the results of activities done by firms 

to reach their goals. 

The results are measurable by different criteria. On this basis, 

some of the important performance indices are profitability, growth, 

the quality of outputs and services and the distributive and productive 

efficiency.  

In recent years, the advertisement expenditure has been considered 

as one of the important behavioral elements which is supposed to be 

effective on firms sale, and hence their growth and size. However, 

there are some disagreements on the causality between advertisement 

and sale. On the other hand, investing in research and development 

helps knowledge production and technical improvement and 

consequently, the learning of the labor force would be affected. 

Considering all of what was stated and paying attention to Iranian firm 

data limitations, we evaluate the effects of advertisement, research and 

development and size on the firm growth.  

6. The Panal Regression Model 

The methodology of this paper is of a quantitative nature and a panel 

of data would be used (we should pay attention that generally 

statistical data can be classified into three groups which are cross 
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section, time series and panel data). Considering the research 

conducted in recent years, we come to this conclusion that there is 

growing trend in usage of panel data. Considering the positive 

characteristics of the panel estimation and because of the nature of 

data used, in this paper the panel technique is used, which is a 

combination of cross section and time series. After model 

specification and introducing variables, the stationary test and those 

tests related to panel data will be conducted.     

7. Model Specification 

ititititiitit vdradvyyy   &11   

where yit  is the logarithm of the firm size in time t; 

1 itit yy
 is the growth index; 

i  is the intercept for showing the individual firm effect; 

  shows the fact that whether or not there is any relation between 

the firm growth and its initial size; 

λ shows the fact that whether or not there is any relation between 

the firm growth and advertisement cost; 

  shows the relation between research and development cost and 

the firm growth;  

itv
 
is the error term of the growth equation.  

8. The Results of Stationary Test 

As the results of the growth equation stated in the table shows, the 

independent and dependent variables in the regression model are 

stationary in level and hence there is no need to first order difference 

(Table 1). 
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9. The Breusch-Pagan Test 

Breusch-Pagan (1980) uses the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) to perform 

panel data test via random effect test. For this purpose, these 

assumptions are considered: 

𝐻𝑂 = 𝛿𝑈
2 = 𝑂             𝐻1 = 𝛿𝑈

2 ≠ 𝑂    

Where the acceptance of the H0 means that it is better to use panel 

data and the rejection of H0 means that there is random effect in the 

model. The statistic used to this test is 2
 which can be stated as: 
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According to the table5 H0 is rejected which means that there is 

random effect in the model (Table 2).  

10. The Hausman Test 

To select between random and fixed effects, Hausman (1987) provide 

a kind of test. The assumptions of this test are:  

 If  H0 is accepted, the random effect model is preferable.  

 If  H1 is accepted, the fixed effect model is preferable.  

According to results presented in the table, H0 is rejected and 

hence the fixed effect model is preferable (Table 3). The estimation 

the model using panel ordinary least squares is presented in Table 4. 

11. Analyzing the Results of the Regressions 

The specified model is regressed considering the assumption of fixed 

effects. According to the results, the advertisement expenditure has a 

positive and meaningful effect on the firm growth. The research and 
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development variable has a positive and meaningful effect on the firm 

growth too. But, there is no meaningful relation between the firm size 

and its growth which means that Gibrat law can be verified (Table7). 

The advertisement is one of the signs which affect the behavior of 

the firm in the industry. Suppose that a firm has decided to have a 

wide-ranging advertisement. If the firm could increase its market 

share and become dominant in the market via expanding its 

advertisement, this behavior (advertisement) changes the structure and 

performance of the firm through changing the level of concentration.  

Similarly, the expansion of the research and development activity 

of the firm, as a change in the behavior can change the structure and 

performance of firms. These changes can happen in this way that by 

introducing new kinds of goods, the variety of goods in the market 

increases. This will increase the level of output differentiation and also 

the barriers to entry.    

The distribution of the firm size is not equal in most of the 

industries. In other words, the available firms in the industry have 

different sizes. In this regard the issue of the relation between the firm 

size and its growth has been highly paid attention to specially 

considering the consequences it has on the level of firms’ market share 

dispersion and industrial concentration. If large firms, averagely, 

benefit more from faster growth in comparison with small firms, it is 

expected that we see a kind of increase in the industrial concentration 

in different industries. But this phenomenon does not happen in all 

industries. So, we can come to this conclusion that changeability of 

firm growth is an important factor in changing the level of industrial 

concentration of firms.         

According to the results of this research, there is no meaningful 

relation between the firm size and its growth process; these results are 

in accordance with the Gibrat law. The important point here that 

should be paid attention to is that different factors affect the firm 

growth which can affect the relative change of the firm size. These 

factors include entrepreneurship ability, changing the demand for 

output and stochastic factors. Evaluation of these factors is very 

difficult and sometimes impossible. So, it is assumed that these 

different factors have no systematic relation with the firm size in a 

specific period of time. Therefore, the firm size is a stochastic process. 
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In fact, the probability of change in the firm size in a specified time 

period is independent of the initial size of the firm. Some firm are 

benefited from an appropriate growth while some others have 

experienced a very limited one.   

Table 1: The Results of Stationary Test on Firm Variables  

 Null: Unit root Statistic Probability 

Growth of firm
 

)( 1 itit yy  

Levin, Lin & Chu t* 14.4286 0.0000 

PP - Fisher Chi-square 217.356 0.0000 

Levin, Lin & Chu t* 14.4286 0.0000 

Firm size (yit-1) 

 

Levin, Lin & Chu t* 4.42979 0.0000 

PP - Fisher Chi-square 234.026 0.0000 

lnr&d Levin, Lin & Chu t* 5.12800 0.0000 

PP - Fisher Chi-square 58.6558 0.0000 

lnadv 10.5216 -10.5216 0.0000 

87.4567 87.4567 0.0001 

Table 2: The Breusch-Pagan Test on firm variables 

Null: Unit root Probability Statistic 

Cross-section F 2.343592 0.0013 

Cross-section Chi-square 49.515944 0.0004 

Period F 1.950682 0.0467 

Period Chi-square 17.912926 0.0362 

Table 3: The Hausman Test on Firm Variables 

Test summary Probability Statistic 

Cross-section random 46.827267 0.0000 

Period random 13.998743 0.0029 
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Table 4: The Estimation the Model Using Panel Ordinary 

Least Squares 

Variable Coefficient Standard deviation Probability 

Lnadv 0.994152 13.92621 0.0000 

Lnr&d 0.709447 6.196207 0.0000 

Yit-1 -0.118551 -0.359410 0.7197 

i  
-11.39686 -3.252546 0.0014 

    

 DW statistic 2.032798  

 statistic F 8.356778  

 P-value 0.000  

 R2 0.509608  

 (adjusted) R2 0.448628  

 

12. Conclusion 

As previously was said, research and development and advertisement 

expenditure factors have positive and significant effects on the firm 

growth. In contrast, there is not a significant effect between the initial 

size of a firm and its growth. Based on the findings of this study, the 

Gibrat law was confirmed. In addition, the direct relation between the 

behavioral elements and firm performance was verified. 

On the base of these results, the traditional view about the firm 

size impact on the economic growth face with challenge. In fact policy 

of expanding small and medium firms especially in developing 

countries has been failed and this group of countries is better to pay 

attention more to the other factors such as competition, human capital, 

research and advertisement.     
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Abstract 

 The aim of this paper is to empirically investigate the effect of Intellectual Capital 

(IC) and its components on financial performance of Iranian banks accepted in 

Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE). The financial performances were measured by return 

on equity (ROE), return on assets (ROA), assets turnover (ATO), and book to market 

ratio (MB). This research covers 14 banks listed in TSE over the period 2004 - 2013 

and use VAIC method as a quantifiable measure to assess the intellectual capital and 

its components. The result of regression analysis shows that structural capital and 

human capital efficiency have positive and significant effects on banks' financial 

performance. Also, the first lag of physical capital efficiency has positive and 

significant effect on ROA, ROE, and ATO, but, its effect on MB is not significant. 

Finally, estimations show that the effect of IC on the financial performance of banks 

is positive and significant.  
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1. Introduction  

The emergence of new economy based on knowledge and information 

has led to an increase in scholars’ interest in research in the field of 

intellectual capital. Therefore, this field has been used as a means to 

determine the value of a given company and the changes in the 

dominant paradigm in industrial society (Khalkhali et al., 2012). In 

fact, in the present knowledge-based economy, the role and 

importance of intellectual capital return have been considered in the 

sustained and continuous profitability of companies more than 

financial return on equity (Anvari, Rostami and Seraji, 2005). 

Intellectual capital is a multidisciplinary concept and its understanding 

varies in business and commerce-related fields (Huang and  

Luther, 2007).  

An appropriate combination of value of intellectual capital such as 

knowledge, proficiency, financial sources, performance, strategy and 

good relationship with stakeholders can lead to the increase of 

corporation performance (Dewi and Saudah, 2012). Therefore, 

through better use and investing in intellectual capital entrepreneurs 

and their workers will be able to discover opportunities for new 

business and enhance their competitive advantage in a market 

(Rexhepi et al., 2013).  

The aim of this study is to make an empirical investigation of the 

impact of intellectual capital on financial performance of Iranian 

banks. This is because banks have a fundamental role on finance of Iranian 
companies. On the other hand, since the Basle Accord emphasizes on assets 
productivity, capital efficiency and revenue growth, so, assessing 
intellectual capital effects on financial performance of banking is very 

important. In another words, the present research question is: what is 

the effect of intellectual capital (structural, physical and human) on 

financial performance of Iranian banks listed in Tehran Stock 

Exchange?  

This paper is organized as follows: Following this introduction, 

Section II discusses the definitions and literature review of intellectual 

capital and its effects on financial performance of firms and banking 

sector. Section III gives assessment of the intellectual capital 

components and its effects on financial performance of Iranian 
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banking by using the annual time series data in the period 2004-2013. 

This study has used VAIC1 method and panel data regression models 

as a quantifiable measure to assess the intellectual capital components 

and its effects on financial performance of banks accepted in TSE 

respectively. Accounting-based indicators, i.e. market-to-book value 

(MB), return on assets (ROA), asset turnover (ATO) and return on 

equity (ROE), were used to measure financial performance of banks. 

Finally section IV analyzes and discusses the results and offers some 
conclusions. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Conceptualizing intellectual capital 

Intellectual capital has been identified as a set of intangibles 

(resources, capabilities and competence) that drives the organizational 

performance and value creation (Roos and Roos, 1997; Bontis, 1998; 

Bontis et al., 2000). So that, intellectual capital is considered as a 

strategic performance measure introducing a transition in thinking 

about a new structure and process supporting a company’s productive 

assets (Bontis, 2001). The various definitions have been proposed for 

the concept of intellectual capital, but since this concept is abstract, 

there are some differences between the definitions. 

Intellectual capital as having knowledge, application of 

experience of firm, organizational technology, relationship between 

customer and suppliers and as also professional ability which leads to 

competitive advantage in the market of the corporation in market 

(Edvinsson and Malone, 1997). Similarly, Lonnqvist (2004) have 

defined intellectual capital as non-physical resource which is related 

to the employees’ abilities, organizational resources, operational 

methods and communication with the relevant stakeholders, and 

specifies the value of each company in the market environment. From 

the accounting point of view, intellectual capital is the equivalent to 

the market and book value differential of a company’s assets, which, 

in spite of not being in the balance sheet due to its hidden nature, has 

the potential to turn into profit and benefit (Andriessen and Tissen, 

 
1. Value Added Intellectual Coefficient 
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2000). In other words, intellectual capital is an intangible asset with 

the potential to create value for the company and the society 

(Mavridis, 2005).  

There are so many methods to measure the intellectual capital, but, 

theoreticians agree on VAIC approach (Bontis, 1998; Bontis, 2000; 

Dong and Gao, 2012; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Farsanietal, 2012; 

Roose et al., 1997; Stewart, 1999; Saint-Onge, 1996; Sveiby, 2012). 

VAIC was first introduced by Pulic (1998), and it is one of the direct 

measurement methods. On one side, this model creates a relationship 

between customer and product or service, and on the other side, it is 

the relationship between created value and applied resources in 

production or service. According to this view, the components of 

intellectual capital considered are physical capital efficiency, human 

capital efficiency, and structural capital efficiency.  

2.2. Intellectual capital and firm performance 

Many studies in the intellectual capital field show the important role 

of this capital and its impact on the performance of companies in the 

world. So that, in the last 25 years a whole literature developed aiming 

to clarify the concept of intellectual capital (IC) and to decipher the 

role it plays in increasing the performance of firms (Sumedrea, 2013). 

For this reason, this article only refers to studies that have been 

conducted on banking financial performance. When it comes to 

managing intellectual capital in banks, the finance function has a key 

role to play in appreciating the source of a firm’s value (Irene and 

Hooi, 2009).  

Najibullah (2005) conducted a study on the relationship between 

intellectual capital and the company's financial performance on banks 

listed on the Dhaka Stock Exchange in Bangladesh. The study showed 

that there was a strong relationship between intellectual capital and 

company performance and market value of the company. 

An Indian bank evaluates the idea of VAIC and its operation with 

the help of annual reports. Study justified the relationship of human 

capital, physical capital and banks performance (Kamath, 2007). 

Ulum et al. (2008) conducted a study on the Indonesian banks 

during the period 2004-2006. The findings showed that there is 
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positive relationship between the intellectual capital and the 

company's financial performance. The results of the study conducted 

by Kuryanto and Syafrudin (2008) showed that intellectual capital was 

not positively related to firm performance. Intellectual capital was also 

not related to the company's future performance. 

Maditinos et al. (2011) researched impact of IC and its 

components on financial performance and market value of 96 firms 

from four different economic sectors which were listed on Athens 

Stock Exchange (ASE), and reported that only human capital 

component has significant impact. The empirical evidence failed to 

show the impact of IC on financial performance for the banks listed in 

Milan Stock Exchange as reported by Puntillo (2009). 

Zou and Huan (2011) showed that there is not a significant 

relationship between IC and banking financial performance in China.  

Kvalitne and Primaratny (2012) conducted an empirical 

investigation on the basis of the intellectual capital of the banking 

sector in the United States during fiscal years of 2000 and 2010. They 

aimed to examine the empirical relationship between intellectual 

capital and productivity, profitability and investor reactions using 

multiple regression and combination techniques. They showed that 

there is a positive significant relationship between intellectual capital 

and productivity, profitability and investor reaction. 

Abdullah and Sofian (2012) studied the relationship between the 

characteristics of the intellectual capital performance of 147 banks in 

the member countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council. The results 

indicated that there is a meaningful relation between the 

characteristics of the board of directors and the intellectual capital 

performance. 

Haji & Mubaraq (2012) elaborated Nigerian banks which illustrate 

the significance of effective skill management and its direct relation 

with progression of an organization. 

Although the majority of extant studies have shown a positive 

relationship between intellectual capital and financial performance in 

a variety of sectors and geographical contexts, there have been some 

alternative results. For example, the work by Rehman et al. (2011, 

https://www.google.com/search?biw=1366&bih=657&q=Kvalitne+approach&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBkQvwUoAGoVChMI1L7H2rPOxwIVyQgsCh0HuASy
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2012) shows that there is no significant link between human capital 

and structural capital on the performance of banks in Pakistan.  

Clearly, there is no confidence in the universality that intellectual 

capital has a positive influence on banking performance in  

all contexts. Indeed, there may be specific instances (e.g.  

certain countries and certain banking styles) where this is not the  

case. However, there is one more context that may give rise to an 

alternative view. 

Recently, numerous researches have been carried out regarding 

the measuring of intellectual capital and its relations with financial 

performance of stock market value of Tehran Stock Exchange 

companies in Iran. However, only Shahai and Khalaf Elahi (2010) 

investigated the effect of intellectual capital on the performance of the 

branches of Sepah Bank in Tehran. Both descriptive and inferential 

data were obtained from analyzing the questionnaires in their study. 

Their results showed that the intellectual capital component have a 

positive effect on the performance of the branches of  Sepah Bank in 

Tehran, and the highest effect belonged to the client capital, next stand 

structural and human capitals. 

The difference between this paper and the mentioned study is that 

this article investigated the emphasizing role of intellectual capital in 

banking financial performance and it dealt with actual data of the 

banks under study. To provide the information on financial 

performance and IC of the banks, this study collected data through the 

financial statements issued by banks and software approved by TSE. 

These financial statements are published annually in websites of banks 

and to process the data, E-views software was used. As a result, the 

present research question is: what is the effect of intellectual capital 

on financial performance of banking? 

3. Methodology  

The review of literature highlights contrasting findings for the 

relationship between IC and corporate performance. Therefore, this 

study attempts to find out the association between IC and financial 

performance of listed banks in the TSE where a similar study is  

in dearth.  
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Then, regression analysis was conducted to investigate the 

association between IC and financial performance of banks listed in 

TSE.  

The equations used for testing the hypothesis are as follows: 

ROAIT = β01 + β11VAHUIT + β12VACAIT + β13STVAIT

+ β14DARIT + β15logMKTCAPIT + εIT                   (1) 

ROEIT = β02 + β12VA𝐻𝑈IT + β22VACAIT + β32STVAIT +
β42DARIT + β52logMKTCAPIT + εIT  (2) 

ATOIT = β03 + β13VA𝐻𝑈IT + β23VACAIT + β33STVAIT

+ β43DARIT + β53log (MKTCAP)IT + εIT            (3) 

MBIT = β04 + β14VA𝐻𝑈IT + β24VACAIT + β34STVAIT

+ β44DARIT + β45logMKTCAPIT + 𝛽55𝐸𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑇

+ εIT                                                                                (4) 

ROAIT = β05 + β15VAINIT + β25DARIT + β35logMKTCAPIT

+ εIT                                                                                 (5) 

ROEIT = β06 + β16VA𝐼𝑁IT + β26DARIT + β36logMKTCAPIT + εIT 

                                                                                                          (6) 

ATOIT = β07 + β17VA𝐼𝑁IT + β27DARIT + β37log (MKTCAP)IT

+ εIT                                                                                (7) 

MBIT = β08 + β18VA𝐼𝑁IT + β28DARIT + β38logMKTCAPIT

+ εIT                                                                                (8) 

Equation (1) and (5) estimate the relationship between IC and its 

components with productivity of the banks and equation (2) and (6) 

are used to identify the association between IC and its components 

with profitability to available assets of the banks. Equation (3) and (7) 

explain the relation between IC and components of IC with 

profitability from owners’ perspective, where, equation (4) and (8) 
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identifies the degree of contribution of IC components and IC on 

investor response respectively.  

The above equations are estimated for banks listed in Tehran Stock 

Exchange. For this reason, this research uses panel data model over 

the period of 2004-2013. 

In the above equations, the dependent, independent and control 

variables are defined as follow: 

3.1. Dependent variables:   

 ROE: return on equity (net income/ shareholders' equity= 

return on equity) 

 ROA: return of assets (net income/ total assets= return of 

assets) 

 MB: market-to book value ratio (market capitalization/ book 

value) 

 ATO: asset turnover ratio: (income / total assets=asset 

turnover ratio) 

These indicators represent bank's financial performance. 

3.2. Independent variables   

VAIN: value added of intellectual capital, 

VACA: value creation efficiency of physical capital 

VAHU: coefficient of performance of human capital 

STVA: value creation efficiency of structural capital.  

3.2.1. Intellectual capital and its components as independent 

variable 

In order to quantify and measure intellectual capital, Pulic’s 

model has been used. In this study, value added of intellectual 

capital efficiency (VAIN) is used as the proxy measure for IC 

and the same represents the main independent variable in 

regression models.  
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The VAIC method was used to measure IC and this method was 

adopted as a quantifiable measure to assess the efficiency of a 

company in utilizing its IC. This indicator has been widely applied to 

other research studies (see Chen et al., 2005; Shiu, 2006; ujansivu and 

Lőnnqvist, 2007; Tan et al., 2007; Yalama and Coskun, 2007; Kamath 

2007; Makki and Lodhi, 1998; Chan, 2009a; Joshi et al., 2010; Zéghal 

and Maaloul 2010; Chu et al., 2011; Maditinos et al., 2011; 

Kehelwalatenna and Premaratne, 2012 and Pal and Soriya, 2012).  

Key steps followed to compute VAIC are summarized that can be 

seen in Appendix 1.    

3.3. Control variables:  

In the above model, DAR: total debt to total assets ratio (Debt Ratio), 

the logarithm of market capitalization (MKTCAP), the variable for 

size of the firm in this study, and EPS: rate of earning per share are 

used as control variables. 

3.4. Hypothesis 

The following hypotheses are framed based on the objective Based on 

literature review, the main hypothesis of the survey is as follows. In 

order to fulfill the objectives of the research i.e. analysis of the 

relationship between intellectual capital (human capital efficiency, 

structural capital efficiency and physical capital efficiency) and its 

effect on financial performances of banks listed in TSE, the following 

research hypotheses are presented: 

1. Intellectual capital components have a significant positive 

relationship with return of assets ratio (ROA) of banks listed  

in TSE. 

2. Intellectual capital components have a significant positive 

relationship with return of capital ratio (ROE) of banks listed  

in TSE. 

3. Intellectual capital components have a significant positive 

relationship with asset turnover ratio (ATO) of banks listed  

in TSE. 
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4. Intellectual capital components have a significant positive 

relationship with market-to-book value ratio (MB) of banks 

listed in TSE. 

5. Intellectual capital components have a significant positive 

relationship with return of assets ratio (ROA) of banks listed  

in TSE. 

6. Intellectual capital has a significant positive relationship with 

return of capital ratio (ROE) of banks listed in TSE. 

7. Intellectual capital has a significant positive relationship with 

asset turnover ratio (ATO) of banks listed in TSE. 

8. Intellectual capital has a significant positive relationship with 

market-to-book value ratio (MB) of banks listed in TSE. 

First hypothesis of the study is used to identify the relationship 

between IC and profitability of the bank (ROA) (Firer and Stainbank, 

2003; Chan, 2009a; Zéghal and Maaloul, 2010; Chu et al., 2011; 

Komnenic and Pokrajčić, 2012; Kehelwalatenna and Premaratne, 

2012; Pal and Soriya, 2012; and Alipour, 2012)  

Second hypothesis which predicts the association between IC and 

ability of the firm to generate returns using common stocks of 

shareholders (ROE) (Tan et al.,2007; Chan, 2009a; Chu et al., 2011; 

Maditinos et al, 2011; ; Kehelwalatenna and Premaratne, 2012; 

Komnenic and Pokrajčić,2012; and Pal and Soriya, 2012). 

Third hypothesis expects to examine the relationship between IC 

and productivity of banks. Following Firer and Williams (2003), Firer 

and Stainbank (2003), Kamath (2008), Chan (2009a), Chu et al., 

(2011); Kehelwalatenna and Premaratne (2012), Komnenic and 

Pokrajčić (2012) and Pal and Soriya (2012), asset turnover ratio 

(ATO) has been selected as the proxy measure for productivity.  

Finally, fourth hypothesis examines the relationship between IC 

and investor response. The market-to-book value ratio (MB) of 

companies is used in measuring the investor response as Ghosh and 

Wu (2007) and Kehelwalatenna and Premaratne (2012) documented it 

as a proxy measure for investor response. 
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3.5. Data 

The analysis of intellectual capital and its effects on the financial 

performance of banks listed in TSE has a great importance. This is 

because Iranian financial system is bank-based and banks play a major 

role in finance of the economy of Iran. Therefore, in this study, after 

investigating the theoretical foundations of intellectual capital and 

financial ratios of banks listed in TSE, the effects of intellectual capital 

will be evaluated on the performance of these banks. 

These banks include Eghtesad Novin, Ansar, Iran Zamin, Parsian, 

Pasargad, TAT, Tejarat, Hekmat Iranian, DAY, Sarmaye, Sina, 

Saderat, Karafarin, Mellat, Askariye Finance Credit Institution, 

Ghavamin Finance Credit Institution, Tose'e Finance Credit 

Institution.  

In order to assess the financial performance of the banks, this study 

collected data from Financial Statements issued by companies and 

used software approved by TSE. These Financial statements are 

annually published in websites of banks, and then we selected several 

ratios divided into four categories: Return on equity (ROA), return of 

assets (ROE), asset turnover ratio (ATO) and market-to-book value 

ratio (MB) as previously described. 

Also, to investigate the effects of the intellectual capital and, 

banks' financial performance, we used E-views software and 

econometric models. 

4. Empirical Results  

A large number of economic time series are non-stationary and 

regression among them is generally counterfeit. Therefore, using unit 

root test is necessary to determine the degree of integration of 

variables. If the studied time series is not stationary, there is the 

possibility to use regression models due to the spurious regression 

problem.  

The unit root tests were conducted according to the Levin–Lin-

Chu test. The results show the level of stationary variables (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Results of Unit Root Test (Levin-Lin-Chu test) 

Variable Level P-value Test Results 

ROE -90.18 0.0000 Stationary 

ROA -65.3 0.0001 Stationary 

MB -8.32 0.0000 Stationary 

ATO -24.2 0.0000 Stationary 

VAHU -84.22 0.0000 Stationary 

VACA -3.21 0.0000 Stationary 

STVA -38.6 0.0000 Stationary 

MKTCAP -40.5 0.0000 Stationary 

DEBT -12.5 0.0000 Stationary 

EPS -24.3 0.0000 Stationary 

Source: Estimation results 

After investigating the stationary of variables, this study continue 

to test these hypothesis through constructed regression models. 

Besides, since the data was collected as cross-sectional time series, 

FLeamer test was run to determine either to use pooled data or panel 

data method to analyze the data. Following the designation of panel 

data the method of analysis, Hausman test was run to determine either 

to use fixed effect or random effect technique. 

The results of estimating the model using FLeamer test showed that 

the panel data pattern could be estimated using fixed effect technique. 

4.1. Testing hypothesis 1 

Table 2 exhibits the results of the regression model for all exogenous 

variables and ROA as the dependent variable for pooled sample. 

The results of the regression equations in model 1 appears that the 

intellectual capital components have positive coefficient with ROA, 

under the direction of the coefficient indicates that the increase in the 
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structural capital efficiency, human capital efficiency and first lag of 

physical capital efficiency will enable an increase in the banks return 

of asset. Also, the size of banks (MKTCAP) and debt to total asset 

ratio (DAR) have a negative significance on ROA. In addition, it can 

be observed that increase of physical capital efficiency and return of 

asset of this year have stronger effect on the return of asset in the next 

year. These results show that the intellectual capital components have 

a significant positive relationship with return of assets ratio (ROA) of 

banks listed in TSE. On the other hand, the statistical evidence in 

Table 2, hypothesizes a positive relationship between IC components 

and ROA cannot be rejected for pooled sample.  

4.2. Testing hypothesis 2  

In Table 3, all coefficients in the Model 2 are reported.  

Table 2: Results of Estimating the Effect of Intellectual 

Capital on Return of Asset (ROA) 

Variable Coefficient T-statistic P-value 

Fix 0.26 13.37* 0.00 

VAHU 0.01 1.62 0.01 

D (VACA) 1.31E-07 4.21* 0.00 

STVA 0.01 2.44** 0.02 

DAR -0.15 -9.41* 0.00 

MKTCAP -0.01 -5.63* 0.00 

ROA (-1) 0.01 5.63*  0.00 

R2=0.68    D-W = 2.4    F-stat=9.30          Prob.=0.00 

* Significant at the 0.01 level  

Dependent variable: ROA 

Source: Estimation results 
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Table 3: Results of Estimating the Effect of Intellectual 

Capital on Return on Equity (ROE) 

Variable Coefficient T-statistic P-value 

Fix 0.76 5.68* 0.00 

VAHU 0.25 3.98* 0.00 

D (VACA) 1.47E-06 4.88* 0.00 

STVA 0.02 2.32 0.02 

DAR -0.68 -12.40* 0.00 

MKTCAP -0.11 -5.91* 0.00 

ROE (-1) 0.31 3.18* 0.00 

R2=0.75     D-W =2.45    F-stat= 13.4     Prob.=  0.00 

FLeamer=0.95   Prob=0.55 

* Significant at the 0.01 level  

Dependent variables: Return On Equity (ROE) 
Source: Estimation results 

 

The results reflected in Table 3 show that the intellectual capital 

components and first lag of VACA have positive and significant effect 

on ROE. On the other hand, increase in the size of banks and debt to 

total asset ratio have a negative effect on ROE. Therefore, results in 

Table 3 support hypothesizes a positive association between IC 

components and ROE of the study. 

These findings corroborate Riahi-Belkaoui (2003), Firer and 

Stainbank (2003), Chen et al., (2005), Tan et al., (2007), Zéghal and 

Maaloul (2010), Chu et al., (2011), Pal and Soriya (2012) and Alipour 

(2012) who all found significant positive associations between IC and 

financial performance.  

4.3. Testing hypothesis 3  

Table 4 exhibits the results of the regression model 3 for all exogenous 

variables using productivity (ATO) as the dependent variable for 
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pooled sample.  All the coefficients in the Model 3 reported are highly 

statistically significant and positive (except DAR coefficient). 

Table 4: Results of Estimating the Effect of Intellectual 

Capital on Asset Turnover (ATO) 

Variable Coefficient T-statistic P-value 

Fix 0.44 5.40* 0.00 

VAHU 0.39 9.81* 0.00 

D(VACA) 1.12E-06 2.33* 0.02 

STVA 0.29 8.32* 0.00 

DAR -0.20 -4.12* 0.00 

MKTCAP 0.03 5.45* 0.00 

ATO(-1) 0.44 5.40* 0.00 

R2=0.41    D-W =1.87    F-stat= 6.07     Prob.= 0.00   

FLeamer=0.73    Prob.=0.69 

* Significant at 0.01 level.  Dependent variables: Asset Turnover ratio (ATO)  
Source: Estimation results 

4.4. Testing hypothesis 4 

Table 5 shows the effect of the intellectual capital and its components 

on asset turnover (ATO) during the period of 2004-2013. Estimates of 

Model 4 which was constructed mainly to test the association between 

IC components and investor response (MB) are reported in Table 5.  

Evidence derived indicates that IC components are significantly and 

positively related, as expected in this study. Of course, the coefficient 

of MKTCAP is negative and coefficient of DAR and D(VACA) are 

not significant. 
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Table 5: Results of Estimating the Effect of Intellectual 

Capital on Market-to-book Value Ratio (MB)  

Variable Coefficient T-statistic P-value 

Fix 0.0010 5.79* 0.00 

VAHU 0.00016 2.84* 0.01 

D (VACA) 4.02E-10 0.80 0.43 

STVA 7.46E-05 2.50 0.04 

DAR -0.0002 -1.54 0.13 

MKTCAP -0.0001 -4.22* 0.00 

EPS 1.E-7 3.60* 0.00 

R2= 0.99 D-W =1.86   F-stat= 18239   Prob.= 0.00 

FLeamer=0.53   Prob= 0.84 
* Significance at the 0.01 level 

Source: Estimation results 

Dependent variables: Market-to-Book value ratio (MB). 

4.5. Testing hypothesis 5, 6, 7 and 8 

An investigation into the effects of intellectual capital on financial 

indicators are shown in Table 6. The results show that IC has a positive 

significant effect on ROA, ROE, MB and ATO. 

Also, for testing the main hypothesis, this study separately 

examined the relationship between intellectual capital and the 

financial performance indicators of the selected banks. The results are 

shown in Table 6. 

The results indicate that the effect of intellectual capital on 

financial performance indicators is positive and significant in some 

selected banks, for example, Parsian, Eghtesad Novin, Pasargad and 

Iran Zamin Bank. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations  

The role of intellectual capital as an intangible asset in the modern 

business organizations is clear. But, there is no confidence in the 

universality of intellectual capital to have a positive influence on 

banking performance in all contexts. Furthermore, the present 

research question is that: what is the effect of intellectual capital on 

financial performance of banking section. Then, this research covered 

14 banks listed in TSE over the period 2004 to 2013 and used VAIC 

method and panel data models for assessing the effect of intellectual 

capital and its components on financial performance of selected banks. 

Four hypotheses were examined. The results show that coefficients for 

relationships between IC and productivity, profitability and investor 

response are statistically significant and positive in pooled sample. 

But the IC has the most effect on ATO and ROA respectively. Also, 

assessing component of intellectual capital indicates that the impact of 

the first lag of physical capital efficiency on financial performance of 

banks is positive for pooled data with the exception of MB index. On 

the other hand, structural capital and human capital efficiency are the 

most effective on ATO  

Also, this study examined the relationship between intellectual 

capital and the financial performance indicators of the selected banks 

separately. The results indicate that the effect of intellectual capital on 

financial performance indicators is positive and significant in Parsian, 

Eghtesad Novin, Pasargad and Iran Zamin Bank. 

The results of the present research supports the claim that the 

intellectual capital is the competitive advantage of today's world and 

suggest that the bank’s financial performance increases when the 

efficiency of intellectual capital increases. 

Today, despite the increase in the importance of intangible 

properties and specially non-material and intellectual capitals in the 

banks, most accounting systems are not capable of clear and proper 

calculation of company performance in accordance with intellectual 

capital. 

In can be observed that the results obtained in the present study 

are consistent with the results of studies expressed in the empirical 
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literature and the mentioned researchers have also emphasized that 

intellectual capital and its components (physical capital efficiency, 

human capital efficiency and structural capital efficiency) have 

positive and significant relationship with the financial performance of 

banks. Therefore, banks can persist on the enhancement of intellectual 

capital in order to improve their financial performance to achieve the 

standards expressed in Basel Committee's Principles on Banking 

Supervision. 
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Appendix 

The calculation of VAIC involves five steps (Pulic, 2000; Chan, 

2009a), which have already been illustrated in detail by other 

researchers. For simplicity, first of all, the value added (VA) of the 

company had to be extracted . 

VA = Wages and salaries + Interest paid + Depreciation + Tax paid + 

Dividend paid + Retained earnings.  

In second step, the human capital efficiency (HCE) and structural 

capital efficiency (SCE) were calculated . 

CA = Capital employed = Shareholders’ fund – Deferred expenses.  

HU = Human capital = Total staff cost.  

SC = Structural capital = VA – HU (VAIC model assumes that there 

is a reversal association between HU and SC).   

VACA (Value creation efficiency of physical capital) = VA/ CA.   

VAHU (Value creation efficiency of human capital) = VA/ HU.  

STVA (Value creation efficiency of structural capital) = SC/ VA.  

Finally, VAIC, which acts as an independent variable affecting the 

traditional financial performance of companies, was obtained by 

summing up VACA, VAHU and STVA 

VAIC (Value added intellectual capital coefficient) = VACA + VAHU 

+ STVA 
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Monetary environment as the core of financial system has been functionally designed 

in light of the new set of extensive goals including financial stability, sustainable 

noninflationary growth, external sustainability, and price stability. A comprehensive 
monetary policy framework is proposed for Iran which systematically include the new 

goals, stance variables, instruments, transmission mechanism as well as timely 

monitoring system. Accordingly, macroeconomic data provides a reliable momentum 

to evaluate how far the macroeconomic condition is away from the monetary goals in 

case the data is timely-consistently compiled by policy makers. A wide variety of 

policy instruments are occasionally applied in the context of the new monetary policy 

framework by the conventional transmission channels which are technically tracked 

via monetary condition index, early warning system, leading indicators, and stress 

tests that give a timely feedback to policy makers to draw contemporaneously a 

picture of macro prudential stance. Given the prominent share of asset market 

(housing and capital) in the whole financial and nonfinancial markets in Iran, the 

monetary policy is empirically required to streamline assets market’s flow of funds 

instead of extra concentration on broad money growth and lending channel. 

Meanwhile, balance sheet channel is obviously expected to be more effective against 

monetary policy stance rather than lending channel in order to achieve monetary 

goals. In this regard, housing and capital markets are both significantly considered 

more efficient to finance flow of funds and fiscal deficit. 
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1. Introduction 

Monetary policy is empirically implemented via wide varieties of 

conventional and unconventional policy instruments to reach 

monetary goals including price stability, sustainable non-inflationary 

growth, financial stability, and external sustainability. Monetary 

policy is also transmitted to the monetary goals through different sorts 

of transmission channels which influence money supply, fiscal gap, 

external balance, banks’ lending channel, market sentiment, and 

ultimately asset market’s flow of funds. In this regard, the contribution 

of every single transmission channel on the monetary goals 

occasionally varies across monetary system which is precisely 

evaluated in this study. 

The recent international financial turmoil which was obviously 

associated with a profound economic downturn, a huge leverage and 

a spark in sovereign debt augmented the new set of monetary policy 

via utilizing both conventional and unconventional policy 

instruments, and non-standard measures to achieve monetary goals. 

Unconventional policy instruments as well as non-standard policy 

measures which were gradually applied after financial crisis, were 

prudently functioned by the policy makers to address the widespread 

challenges including bubble burst at the asset market, credit crunch of 

the financial intermediaries, unsustainable sovereign debt as well as 

disordered policy reactions at the de-segmented financial markets. In 

this context, unconventional policy instruments are progressively 

introduced as complementary vehicles along with the conventional 

instruments to improve the financial system vulnerabilities against 

contingent shocks while revamping dysfunctional credit flows and 

bolstering flow of funds. Henceforth, monetary policy has prudently 

provided a good momentum to make a good-balance between 

comprehensive monetary goals and effective policy instruments via 

strengthening the consistency of policy instruments and enhancing 

regulations as well as prioritizing more-effective transmission 

channels. Accordingly, although monetary transmission mechanism 

as a supplementary tool conveys the impact of policy instruments on 

macroeconomic variables through different channels, the efficiency of 

each channel significantly varies based on the macroeconomic stance, 

the elasticity of effective interest rates, institutional balance sheet, 

banks’ lending capacity, and the intensity of capital flows against 
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policy interest rate. In this regard, the enhanced-prudential-financial 

regulations along with the augmented policy instruments cause a more 

complicated procedure to monitor the asymmetric monetary goals’ 

condition and transmission channels which are articulately discussed 

in this paper. 

This paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews the 

global financial system challenges and profound reforms since the 

recent Global Financial Crisis in 2007. The third section discusses 

monetary transmission mechanism and non-standard measures which 

were broadly utilized over the past few years. The fourth 

section evidently considers Iran monetary policy challenges during 

1991-2014, and the fifth section introduces a comprehensive reform 

proposal for the monetary policy environment in Iran. Finally, the 

concluding remarks are presented in the last section. 

2. Financial System Challenges and Reforms  

The recent international financial chaos has obviously highlighted the 

crisis spillover the world and challenges of segmented financial 

system in light of regulations, supervision, policies and monitoring. 

Thus, reconciliation of macro-financial policy framework along with 

harmonization of supervisory regulation and policy coordination 

among different markets (money, capital, bonds, real estate, insurance, 

and pension) are essential to achieve the target of sustainable financial 

stability as a new goal of monetary policy (Praet, P. 2011). In this 

context, the financial system has recently been restructured via a 

Comprehensive Securities Markets Reform (CSMR) to monitor 

market value, depth, liquidity, contingent risks, flow of funds, as well 

as financial market’ dysfunctions. In this context, a Supreme Financial 

Stability Oversight Council (SFSOC) has been gradually established 

across the developed economies with different titles including 

European Systemic Risk Board in Europe, Financial Stability 

Oversight Council in the United States and Financial Stability 

Committee in the United Kingdom in order to provide an integrated 

institutional regulatory capacity for coordination in policies, goals, 

instruments, regulations and information while recognizing financial 

system vulnerabilities against contingent shocks. Accordingly, 
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although government is still considered in charge of fiscal and 

sovereign debt sustainability, the CBs are introduced as a key member 

of the SFSOC to reach the new goals of financial stability, external 

sustainability, and sustainable growth in line with price stability 

(Cukierman 1994, Oosterloo and de Haan 2004, Praet 2011).  

Financial crisis which evidently weakens monetary transmission 

mechanisms, deteriorates asset market through reduction in the 

housing and capital market prices, contraction in the credit market, 

depreciation in foreign exchange market, and exacerbation of 

derivatives market risks. The financial crisis was also associated with 

the sovereign debt challenges while motivating the investors to 

transfer capital abroad and not to purchase public bonds due to 

unsustainable yields.  

The eruption of the financial crisis also worsens bank exposures 

and upwards risk among financial intermediaries’ via interbank and 

asset markets which subsequently exacerbate institutional credit score 

and financial soundness indicators. Furthermore, the aggravated-

financial condition expands the gap between policy and non-policy 

interest rate owing to higher institutional and market risks. In this 

context, although quantitative easing monetary policy dramatically 

leads to a sharp reduction in the policy interest rate and banks’ funding 

cost through open market operations, interbank markets, as well as 

overnight facilities, firms and families are not evidently able to raise 

fund with the low interest rate mainly because of the higher credit and 

market risks (Drudi, F. Durré, A. and Mongelli, F. 2012). Henceforth, 

the impact of policy instruments on the goals lengthens due to the 

accelerated gap between market and policy interest rate which also 

mitigates the response of credit crunch and lending capacity to the 

policy reactions. However, the new supplementary effective policy 

instruments should be gradually set up to achieve prolonged monetary 

goals which is also associated with a timely comprehensive 

transmission mechanism, an augmented financial regulation, a 

sterilized banks’ financial statements, a more prudent soundness 

indicators, and a uni-targeted measurable policy assignment. 

Accordingly, forward guidance enhances the transparency of 

monetary policy outlook and improves money market uncertainty via 

short-term policy commitment and medium-term policy transparency 

(Lenza, M., Pill, H., and Reichlin, L. 2010). 
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3. Monetary Transmission Mechanism and  

Non-standard Measures 

The recent Global Financial Crysis (GFC) have broadly hampered 

monetary transmission mechanism mainly because of the huge 

disorderly reduction in asset prices, a rapid growth in external sector 

unsustainability, a vast distortion in the assets’ relative price, an 

expansion in the interest rate corridor, and a swift exacerbation in 

market sentiments. Therefore, monetary authorities are apparently 

forced to make over the Monetary Transmission Mechanism (MTM), 

monetary goals, regulations, and instruments while simultaneously 

applying non-standard measures, and unconventional policy 

instruments to support the effectiveness of conventional instruments. 

Unconventional monetary policy instruments and non-standard 

measures as supplementary tools are articulately examined by the US 

Federal Reserve, ECB, and the Bank of England1 in order to revitalize 

MTM including through targeting the zero lower bound, expanding 

overnight lending with minimum interest rate, diversifying Open 

Market Operation (OMO) for both bonds and institutional securities 

(equity security and debt security), discounting and refinancing credit 

entities, highly qualified assets and loans, escalating external sector 

sterilization, accelerating the international reserves SWAP2, initiating 

a forward guidance to improve market sentiment, and enhancing 

institutional financial soundness indicators. The non-standard policy 

instruments have also been introduced to enhance lending capacity 

and liquidity buffer. Notwithstanding the monetary authorities have 

applied the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMTs) as a 

complementary unconventional instrument to enrich transmission 

mechanism pre-crisis, sovereign bonds’ discount is still limited at the 

 
1. While the US Fed has quickly realized not to carry on accommodative monetary 

policy and pivot to the quantitative easing and streamline flow of funds, the ECB 

has constantly geared toward financing states’ bonds. Meanwhile, the ECB also 

was not able to narrow the range of interest rate corridor and revamp financial 

markets’ flow of funds either.  

2. The US government bailout which partly focuses on the recapitalization of 

financial and credit entities, streamlines financial reforms and the MTM although 

the European states concentrate on the state financing and collateralized lending. 
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secondary market along with other restrictions on bonds transactions 

based on the volume, frequency, and maturities.  

The ECB as a pioneer to establish the non-standard measures has 

significantly widened Euro-system balance sheet by fostering state 

finance, and amplifying bank lending against collateral rather than 

purchasing assets. The lending mechanism expands macroeconomic 

institutional consolidated balance sheet and flow of funds through 

higher money supply. The US Federal Reserve has mainly financed 

the institutional deficit and bank cash flow shortages via significant 

purchasing non-treasury securities and discounting qualified loans in 

the context of balance sheet channel unconventionally. In this regard, 

balance sheet channel was vividly applied by another group of CBs in 

industrialized economies with developed asset markets, in order to 

resolve flow of fund challenges while containing the size of 

macroeconomic consolidated balance sheet against nominal 

inflationary expansion. 

3.1. Monetary transmission mechanism and monetary goals 

The impact of monetary policy on real and nominal indicators is 

historically discussed based on different schools of thought. 

Neoclassical views indicate that money supply and policy interest rate 

as the main vehicles of monetary policy have typically and identically 

influenced nominal indicators and inflation mainly because of the 

asymmetric information assumption. Keynesian theories discuss that 

prices does not systematically adjust in different monetary stance due 

to asymmetric information and consequently factors of market 

rigidities. In this context, policy interest rate also affects real macro 

indicators without restoring the Keynesian price rigidities, as interest 

rate influence the ratio of equity return to bonds’ return as a proxy of 

financial institutional net worth1. Thus, monetary policy is able to 

influence fiscal gap through rebalancing saving/investment, saving/ 

consumption, capital flows gap as well as flow of funds which are also 

simultaneously monitored by the MTM. 

  

 
1.Firms and household net worth 
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Monetary policy is occasionally utilized to achieve monetary 

goals including interest rate corridor, asset market channels1, external 

balance mechanism, as well as credit channel (bank lending and 

balance sheet channels) which are empirically considered as MTM, 

given the efficiency of policy instruments and policy makers’ 

credibility. The transmission size and period are definitely influenced 

by the financial market development, the social welfare, market 

frictions as well as the elasticity of capital, commodity, and asset 

markets to the monetary policy instruments. In this context, the 

macroeconomic condition is also crucial to streamline transmission 

mechanisms (Edwards and Mishkin 1995).  Banks which are also 

introduced as the main financial intermediaries to transfer savers’ fund 

to borrowers, obviously reflect two vigorous transmission channels 

including lending and balance sheet channels. In this regard, the 

transmission channels are statically prioritized based on the 

contribution in flow of funds and monetary goals. 

Global financial crisis usually weakens the MTM due to the 

contraction in saving, assets prices, capital inflow, flow of funds, and 

consequently, macroeconomic financing capacity. Notwithstanding, 

the monetary policy instruments are inevitably deteriorated during 

crisis, they should be swiftly revamped in the context of the timely 

comprehensive coherent policy reactions package.  

A) Interest rate channel 

Traditional Keynesian IS-LM view of the MTM indicates that an 

expansionary monetary policy leads to a reduction in real interest rate 

corridor which in turn leads to lower cost of capital, higher investment, 

and an increase in the aggregate demand and output growth. In this 

regard, consumer and business decisions are affected by the real 

interest rates corridor, given the fact that the hypothesis of asymmetric 

information is held too. Anyway, a reduction in the real interest rate 

corridor causes a spark in the capital formation, residential housing 
 
1. A reduction in the policy interest rate leads to an upsurge in bonds and assets 

prices, so institutional (household, entities) balance sheet expands and 

consequently banks’ lending capacity accelerates in case macroeconomic 

risks have not widened interest rate corridor. 
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investment, household durable spending, and business inventory. 

Meanwhile, the expansionary monetary policy can also stimulate 

output growth through rising expected inflation and lowering real 

interest rate corridor respectively. Taylor (1995) finds that there is 

strong empirical evidence for substantial interest rate effects on 

consumer and investment spending. Bernanke and Gertler (1995) 

obtained also the same empirical evidence which underscores the 

significant impact of policy interest rate (in the context of corridor) on 

the output via asset markets and credit channels rather than investment 

cost. Henceforth, interest rate corridor as a main course of monetary 

policy realizes monetary goals mainly through flow of funds rather 

than investment cost.   

B) Asset price channel 

The New-Keynesian IS-LM view is repeatedly argued by the 

Monetarists who believe the variation in money supply affects GDP 

growth in the short time and price level in the long time. Therefore, 

monetary policy should stay as the focus on the targeted money 

growth rather than discretionary monetary policy. They also introduce 

a set of asset prices to explain money demand although the New-

Keynesian approach which uses just one asset price interest rate to 

specify the variation in money demand [Friedman, Schwartz (1963), 

Meltzer (1995)]. In this regard, equity prices, exchange rate, net worth, 

and real wealth along with bonds evidently transmit the monetary 

policy effects on the macro economy through rebalancing 

institutional-inter temporal portfolio demand based on the new assets’ 

relative prices1 which leads to alterations in commodity and financial 

demand, and subsequently fiscal balance, output growth, and prices 

[(Friedman and Schwartz (1963), Franco Modigliani (1971)].  

C) Exchange rate channel2  

Exchange rate channel is evidently considered as another MTM which 

conveys the impact of policy instruments on monetary goals via 

rebalancing current account balance and net capital flows. Flexible 

 
1.  Financial and non-financial assets 

2.  Foreign exchange is not considered as an asset in the institutional portfolio  

   in this paper.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Money_supply
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monetary_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Money_supply
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Money_supply
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discretionary_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Schwartz
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exchange rate regime along with high openness, open capital account 

and developed financial markets enhance the role of exchange rate as 

a more effective transitional channel to reach monetary goals. 

Meanwhile, effective exchange rate channel streamlines the transition 

mechanism to reach both conventional and unconventional monetary 

goals including sustainable non-inflationary growth, price stability as 

well as external sustainability and financial stability.  

A tightening monetary policy which is empirically associated with 

higher interest rate spurs the price of capital and durable goods as well 

as sparks replacement cost of capital, thereof, aggregate demand and 

inflation declines, output growth shrinks, and consequently, current 

account balance improves. In this regard, the increase in the relative 

interest rates motivates capital inflows and higher investment at the 

financial markets which in line with the improvement in the external 

balance, appreciates domestic money. Ultimately, the impact of 

monetary policy instruments on macroeconomic goals fosters through 

external sector in case the economy is open as well as international 

trade and financial transactions are elastic against exchange rate 

deviations [Bryant, Hooper, and Mann (1993) & Taylor (1993)]1.   

D) Equity and housing price channels 

Asset price channels which specifically include equity and housing 

transmission channels are empirically considered as an effective 

course of the MTM to reach monetary goals. A tightening monetary 

policy which leads to a trigger in the policy interest rate, raises the 

replacement cost of assets. Thus, investors would evidently pursue to 

invest on the old real estate and entities which are relatively exposed 

to the relative price advantage than the new investment cost in 

accordance with the Tobin Q ratio argument (Tobin 1969). In other 

words, a reduction in the Q ratio which is theoretically originates from 

a contractionary monetary policy, causes more costly investment in 

the new projects than the market value of the same equities in housing 

 
1. Reciprocally, an expansionary monetary policy causes an increase in total  

  absorption and a reduction in the net export, so exchange rate depreciation appears  

  at the same time . 
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or stock markets1. Therefore, the investment on the new projects is 

institutionally reduced and consequently, investment in the old entities 

is relatively more advantageous2 while output grows, and, fiscal gap 

and inflation drop.   

E) Credit channels 

Credit channel is also considered (recognized) as an important vehicle 

of the MTM which empirically incorporates both lending and balance 

sheet channels to reach monetary goals. An expansionary monetary 

policy which is usually associated with lower policy interest rate 

enhances lending capacity due to a surge in money supply, and 

consequently, credit institutions’ deposit. Meanwhile, the reduction  

in the interest rate simultaneously stimulates asset prices and 

empowers institutional balance sheet including banks, entities, and 

families which respectively improve flow of funds, investment and 

lending size (Bernanke & Gertler 1995, Cecchetti 1995, Kashyap & 

Stein 2000).  

F) Bank lending channel 

The bank lending channel obviously reflects the impact of monetary 

policy on the bank lending capacity through rebalancing the bank 

liabilities, specifically (including) interbank loans, debt securities, and 

customers’ deposits. An expansionary (tightening) monetary policy 

which is theoretically associated with lower (higher) cost of fund, 

surges (shrinks) banks' lending resources due to a spark (reduction) in 

the balance sheet liabilities. In other words, monetary policy 

influences lending capacity and the target of sustainable non-

inflationary growth, via resizing credit institution’s balance sheet. 

 
1.  Keynesian approach provided the same results, as a reduction in interest rate that 

driven by an expansionary monetary policy, brings the bonds earning down in 

comparison with equities. Hence, the macroeconomic stance expectedly improves 

via higher demand for durable goods and investment as well as an increase  

in the GDP. 

2.  Life cycle model which is empirically introduced by Franco Modigliani (1971) to 

elaborate the impact of life-time resources (human capital, real capital, and 

financial wealth) on the consumers’ decision, is also recognized as a 

supplementary transition channel that is occasionally influenced by the policy 

instruments and subsequently wealth-effect corridor. 
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G) Balance sheet channel 

Balance sheet channel as a main course (vehicle) of the bank lending 

ability is also driven by the net worth revaluation and asymmetric 

information. For instance, tightening monetary policy which leads to 

a drop in the asset prices and institutional net worth, contracts the 

collateral value and weakens the institutional creditworthiness to 

borrow from credit institutions. In this regard, the loans are practically 

allocated to more risk-prone borrowers due to higher interest rate, so 

demand for investment and consequently, output growth declines. 

Meanwhile, the shortage of risk evaluation system along with 

asymmetric information basically expands banks’ spread and factually 

weakens the resiliency of monetary transmission channel (Dabla-

Norris and Floerkemeier, 2006). 

3.2. The relationship between monetary transmission 

mechanisms 

A temporary reduction in the reserve requirement ratio and 

refinancing rates in line with a contraction in the policy interest rate 

has a relative advantage for asset markets than money market to 

absorb institutional savings pre-crisis, while simultaneously spurs 

output growth by motivating institutional investment and durable 

consumption at lower interest rates. Therefore, the conventional 

monetary instruments which had already been applied pre-crisis, is 

essentially associated with a new set of unconventional policy 

instruments to motivate output growth and reinvigorate asset markets 

as well as to restore market confidence.  

Monetary policy instruments also influence institutional portfolio 

through re-pricing asset markets, discounting long-term cash flow, 

and boosting leverage which simultaneously stimulates lending 

channels. In this regard, capital outflow which is evidently originates 

from interest rate difference and asset market crisis weakens both 

lending and balance sheet channels. Thus, financial safeguards should 

be promptly enhanced through higher capital requirements, wider net 

open position and better sterilization in order to enhance both banks 

and external sector resiliency against other contingent shocks. 
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Meanwhile, recapitalization from outside resources reinforces capital 

buffer and financial entities’ resiliency against contingent shocks. 

3.3. Monetary goal conflicts and transmission mechanism 

The recent international financial uproar has forcefully equipped 

monetary authorities with a new set of tools in order to predict 

contingent upcoming-crisis, give priority to transmission dynamics 

and resolute the damaged-monetary transmission mechanism. In this 

regard, unconventional monetary measures are wisely introduced as 

complementary instruments to respond to the exceptional chaotic 

circumstances. However, the application of unconventional measures 

for a long time might obviously deteriorate financial system stability 

and weaken the efficiency of monetary policy instruments. Thus, the 

new set of monetary goals (sustainable non-inflationary growth, price 

stability, external sustainability and financial stability) are hardly 

achieved (Praet 2012). In this context, monetary authorities should 

wisely make a balance between goal conflicts and time mismatch 

among the monetary goals. For instance, minimum policy interest rate 

which is theoretically expected to stimulate output growth and asset 

market, also leads to capital outflow, external sector volatilities, price 

instabilities, wider range of interest rate corridor, higher deviation in 

the cost of borrowing, and consequently, frailer monetary 

transmission mechanism. Hence, the monetary goal inconsistencies 

should be prudently resolved through introducing comprehensive 

committed financial system management, augmented supervisory 

regulations, effective timely monitoring system, and specifically 

inclusive efficient discount window. 

The new analytical aspect of monetary policy technically involves 

the dynamics of assets market, growth and external sustainability 

along with price stability to monitor the transmission channels from a 

wide range of conventional, unconventional and non-standard 

measurement instruments. Accordingly, the mixture of price stability 

and sustainable output growth which are empirically considered as 

two main monetary policy goals augment policy environment via 

inflation targeting light approach to achieve multiple goals. 

Furthermore, the combination of external sustainability and price 

stability which are also recognized as asymmetric goals, succeed 

through external sector sterilization, foreign reserves swap, and 
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limitation on the short term capital flows. The simultaneous 

achievement of price and financial stability goals which have been 

recently introduced by the monetary authorities, also require an 

augmented policy environment including rules, regulations, 

instrument and markets. For instance, bank countercyclical capital 

requirements, tough net open position, and more prudential and 

credit measures provide susceptible room to achieve the mixture of 

monetary goals.  

3.4. Monetary goals and de-leverage paradox 

The recent international financial turmoil has evidently inflamed the 

ratio of debt-to-GDP as a proxy of leverage which mainly originates 

from the huge stress in the asset prices and yield as well as remarkable 

reduction in the output growth and inflation and consequently a sharp 

spark in the institutional deficit. Therefore, the macroeconomic 

environment has been potentially exposed to the debt crisis across the 

globe which should be swiftly addressed by deleveraging and 

overhauling flow of funds. In this context, the historical trade-off 

between lower output and higher leverage as a vicious circle is 

empirically considered an impediment paradox to reach the targets of 

debt sustainability and deleverage benchmarks. Ironically, although 

higher output growth might lead to deleverage, the sustainable 

economic growth also needs non-inflationary financial supports along 

with effective-lending and balance sheet channels which triggers the 

leverage and consequently flow of funds. 

The CBs as lender of the last resort deliberately bolsters the 

leverage during financial crisis in order to mainly rebalance 

saving/investment gap and credit crunch via the OMTs, OMO, 

overnight lending, and collateralized liquidity funding for moderating 

dis-intermediations. Anyhow, the banks’ effort to deleverage balance 

sheet by selling or collateralizing assets cause a further reduction in 

the asset prices so that leverage ratio and debt service upsurge in the 

vicious circle. In other words, the paradox of deleveraging which is 

technically called paradox of thrift is resulted from the macro-

prudential rules to keep the equality between net lending and net 

borrowing. Accordingly, a specific amount of non-financial leverage 

(borrowing) for an entity equals the same amount of non-financial 
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deleverage (lending) for another entity so the financial system’s net-

saving is not changed. Whereas, households and credit institutions are 

generally considered as net lenders due to excess savings and 

adequate-capital resources, public sector and non-financial institutions 

are experimentally recognized as net borrowers. Both groups are not 

able to create financial and non-financial savings. The CBs are 

exclusively able to create financial savings and positive leverage 

owing to seniorage which are presumably in line with MTM. 

Therefore, flow of fund challenges are de facto adjusted by the CBs 

through overnight liquidity management, short term policy 

instruments and institutional collateralized and uncollateralized 

financing.  

4. Iran Monetary Policy Challenges 

Monetary policy has chronically faced with destructive-constant 

challenges in Iran including inefficient policy instruments (weak 

policy interest rate and low-flexible requirement ratio), permanent 

shocks in the asset market, fiscal dominance, external unsustainability, 

vague monetary transmission mechanism, monetary aggregates and 

credit data shortcomings as well as uncertainty in macroeconomic 

environment which profoundly jeopardize monetary goals. 

Figure 1: Broad money growth and inflation 
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Inflation is evidently driven by the highly-constant growth in 

broad money (Figure 1) which is also influenced by the growth of 

money base and money multiplier (Figure 2). While money base as 

outside money triggers aggregate demand and inflation, money 

multiplier as inside money has reversely influenced inflation through 

infrequent reliance of monetary authorities upon the conventional 

policy instruments during inflationary pressures’ episodes. In other 

words, although money multiplier is empirically and positively 

expected to affect broad money and inflation, its counter-movement 

with money base (Figure 3) and inflation (Figure 4) indicates that the 

reserve requirement ratio and the cash ratio as two main contributors 

of money multiplier are not both motivated by inflation (Figure 5)1.  

Figure 2: Broad money and money base growth 

 

 

 
1. The relationship between inflation, monetary aggregates, external balance and 

assets price have been dramatically loosened due to the comprehensive-coherent 

structural-financial reform during 2002-05 including through reestablishment of 

private banks and insurance, diversification of monetary and fiscal policy 

instruments (bonds, reserve requirement), expansion of privatization, 

corporatization of public entities, augmentation of the open market operation, 

establishment of money and foreign exchange markets, harmonization-

consolidation and augmentation of supervisory and foreign exchange regulations, 

establishment of oil stabilization fund, a wise capital market development, a 

successful unification in the foreign exchange system, partial liberalization of 

capital account, as well as a vast revision in the tax, trade, and foreign direct 

investment laws. 
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Figure 3: Money multiplier and money base growth 

 

Figure 4: Inflation and money multiplier growth 

 

Figure 5: Inflation and share of money base in broad money 
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Figure 6: Share of NFA in the money base 

 

Figure 7: Inflation and BOP balance (Change in international balance) 

 

 

Accordingly, outside money growth is (progressively) dominated 

by the fluctuations of net foreign assets (Figure 6) although net claim 

on banks and net claim on public sector are occasionally considered 

as effective variables to trigger money base too. In this context, 

buoyant international oil price has remarkably built up the central 

bank’s international reserves and subsequently the NFA which 

overheated macroeconomic environment during 2002-12 (Figure 7).  

An accelerating price volatility has empirically led to a rise in the 

inflation standard deviation and ultimately, an increase in inflation 

(Figure 8) which simultaneously rebalances macroeconomic flow of 

funds from real to financial sector (assets market) in order to preserve 

investors’ purchasing power and raise more capital gain. Figure 9, 

highlights the co-movement of inflation and the growth of assets 

market composite-price and thereof, speculation activities over the 
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past 24 years. In other words, inflation causes more financial resource 

accumulation in the asset market which faces with long-big boom/bust 

cycles that inevitably results in a contraction in the institutional assets 

liquidability, liquidity shortage at the credit institutions as well as a 

weak-inconsistent relation between money and credit policy. 

Figure 8: Trend and standard deviation of inflation 

 

Figure 9: Inflation and average assets market price growth 

 

 

Lack of subsidiary money market to discount or collateralize 

qualified assets is also recognized as the other crucial challenge to 

improve monetary environment and liquidize credit-institutional 

assets which vividly enhance liquidity management and streamline 

credit policy while associating with comprehensive reforms at the 

institutional, instrumental and market features. 
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5. Comprehensive Reform for Monetary Policy 

Environment in Iran  

Given the fact that the financial system has been dramatically 

integrated over the past few decades, the asset markets flow of funds 

and subsequently, institutional portfolio are remarkably affected by 

the individual financial market policy instruments and specifically 

monetary policy. Thus, de-segmentation of financial system requires 

policy coordination among financial market authorities. Accordingly, 

a Supreme Financial Stability Oversight Council (SFSOC) should also 

be established to streamline the wide-spread financial system goals, to 

harmonize asset market policies, to monitor the cross-market flow of 

funds, as well as to recognize macro-financial system resiliency 

against contingent shocks while synchronizing the financial market 

goals, instruments, regulations, and supervisory practices (Chart 1).   

    For instance, stress test as a main vehicle to evaluate financial 

market vulnerabilities against policy changes or contingent shocks is 

regularly exercised by the SFSOC monitoring body, individual assets 

market supervisory authority and financial institutions. Assets market 

is evidently considered highly volatile in Iran (Figure 9) mainly 

because of the occasional-external shocks, sudden policy pivots, and 

non-disciplinary fiscal policy which should be wisely addressed by the 

establishment of SFSOC in order to moderate the financial system 

high-frequency instability via application of prudential regulations 

and effective policy instruments. The SFSOC also improves the 

institutional flow of funds’ resiliency against the speculative 

destructive short-term distortions at both regulated and unregulated 

markets including money, insurance, and real estate market as well as 

capital and securities markets. Ultimately, notwithstanding the friction 

and asymmetric information have evidently dampened transmission 

mechanism and flow of funds in both real and financial sectors, policy 

coordination is inevitably crucial to improve financial system 

vulnerabilities in different episodes.  
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5.1. Monetary policy environment 

Monetary policy environment needs to be enhanced through extension 

of goals, markets, instruments, institutions and regulation which are 

articulately discussed in the following sections. 

A) Monetary Policy Framework 

Monetary policy is usually designed in the context of a central 

framework which systematically includes stance variables, goals, 

instruments, transmission mechanism as well as timely monitoring 

system. Macroeconomic data provides a reliable momentum to 

evaluate both real and financial sectors’ condition in case the data is 

timely-comprehensively-consistently compiled by the policy 

makers’ monitoring system (Chart 2). The data says how far the 

macroeconomic stance is away from the monetary base and subsidiary 

goals given the relative importance of every single goal for policy 

makers and the gap between monetary quantitative targets and 

performed indicators. Thus, monetary policy is evidently designed 

based on the goals’ priorities and efficiency of instruments. Although 

monetary policy is ultimately reflected in the policy interest rate and 

discount rates, some other specific supplementary issues are also 

reconsidered by the policy makers when monetary policy is being set 

which might not be publicly disclosed including the impact of policy 

interest rate on the consumption/saving trade off and saving/ 

investment gap, the reaction of flow of funds at the institutional and 

asset markets base to the new policy package, monetary transmission 

mechanism response to the new policy environment specifically credit 

and external channels (external balance and sustainability), as well as 

the monetary policy effect on the harmonization of lending and 

balance sheet channels. Furthermore, credit institutions’ financial 

statements are technically evaluated against the new policy 

instruments through stress test and contingent-shock analysis. 

In this regard, money market vulnerabilities are wisely examined 

by the supervisory body based on the new-upcoming policies and 

consequently potential risks. Moreover, the impact of policy interest 
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rate on the interest rate corridor, macroeconomic risk factors and 

unregulated credit markets are continuously scrutinized. However, 

monetary policy framework should also significantly improve 

financial system policy cooperation to achieve interrelated- 

sectoral goals. 
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A wide variety of policy instruments which occasionally apply in 

the context of conventional transmission channels are obviously 

tracked by the monetary condition index, early warning system, 

leading indicators, and stress tests that give a timely feed- back to the 

policy makers to draw a comprehensive picture of macroeconomic 

condition and macro prudential stance. The new macroeconomic 

condition also provides an opportunity to revise or augment monetary 

policy setting.  

B) Goals 

The new set of monetary goals should be articulately introduced by 

the law makers which include financial stability, external 

sustainability, sustainable output growth as well as price stability. In 

this regard, the monetary policy instruments are comprehensively-

timely assigned to the individual goals while considering the goals 

integration. Whereas, an economy overpasses the targeted inflation, 

the policy interest rate as nominal anchor is regularly lifted to 

condense money supply and consequently inflation, given the other 

monetary goals. In this context, higher interest rate differential also 

leads to a simultaneous capital inflow to the money market and an 

appreciation in the foreign exchange market which is empirically 

associated with an increase in the net foreign asset, a lift in the money 

base and broad money, as well as a mitigation in the output growth 

and an eruption in the financial market volatilities. Furthermore, 

although interest rate is usually utilized as a key monetary policy 

instrument to maintain price stability and stimulate output growth, it 

is not recommended to respond to the financial instability as a high-

frequency short term macroeconomic challenge mainly because of the 

simultaneous-disruptive impact on the real sector and external 

sustainability as medium term goals. In this regard, tightening 

monetary policy contemporaneously jeopardizes external 

sustainability via capital inflow, exchange rate appreciations and 

competitiveness failure which should be resolved by repurchasing 

bonds to sterilize the impact of external sector surplus on the NFA, 

swapping the international reserves between CBs, as well as 

restricting the short-term capital flow to the money markets. In other 

words, the supplementary-external policies enhance external 
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sustainability resiliency against short-term monetary policies and 

financial instability. 

In other words, although interest rate policy is mainly introduced 

to facilitate price stability, it is sometimes applied to subdue financial 

markets’ drastic volatilities. However, the financial market typical 

fluctuations are usually addressed by the policy coordination, 

prudential supervision regulation and market clearing system. 

Ultimately, the goals’ conflict should be prudently resolved by the 

policy makers through augmenting policy making capacity, 

cultivating policy instruments, strengthening supervisory regulations, 

prioritizing the monetary goals, and improving policy coordination. 

C) Instruments 

Macro prudential regulations are carefully associated with a consistent 

combination of the conventional and unconventional policy 

instruments to reach the monetary asymmetric goals including through 

utilizing the international reserves’ swap to maintain external 

sustainability during the short-term highly volatile capital flows, 

extending the interest rate corridor to realize the goals of monetary 

policy, buoyant flow of funds, reliable-secure payment systems, and 

characterized institutional risks. Furthermore, some other 

supplementary instruments include collateralization of the banks’ 

highly-qualified equities’ refund via discount window, forward 

guidance to mitigate market uncertainty, restriction on the short term 

capital flows in order to comprehend assets and foreign exchange 

market volatilities, re-establishment of supervisory practice in the 

central banks based on the function of last resort at the secondary 

money and capital market, introduction of timely-efficient monetary 

transmission mechanism to track the impact of policy instrument on 

the macroeconomic variables, limitation on the period and clearance 

of the medium-term foreign exchange derivatives which are evidently 

associated with the traditional rate of requirement ratio, open market 

operation, and discount rates. The instruments are empirically 

expected to be regulated by the law makers or supervisory bodies. 
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D) Institutions 

Credit channel is experimentally considered as the main transmission 

channel to convey the impact of monetary policy to the macro 

indicators via bank lending and balance sheet channels. Hence, all 

credit institutions as main financial intermediary need to be monitored 

at the regulated and unregulated money markets which include both 

banks and non-bank credit institutions (including banks, leasing 

companies, credit institutions, micro finance entities, credit 

cooperatives). In this regard, central bank should expand supervisory 

practices over all money market institutions while facilitating the 

establishment of supplementary entities to streamline flow of funds 

and liquidity management such as deposit insurance funds, auditing 

agencies, validation companies, loans collection companies, rating 

entities, restructuring institutions, and Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) 

institution (Chart 3). Although the functional harmonization of all 

financial institutions are hardly experimentally observed in different 

economies across the world, the regulatory and policy coordination 

have been evidently reported pre and post crisis. 

Chart 3: Money market supplementary institutions 
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E) Markets 

Financial markets usually contribute to achieve monetary goals which 

should be gradually and regularly established in Iran. Secondary 

capital market has a crucial role to exercise the Open Market 

Operations (OMO) in line with short term interest rate policy which is 

obviously located in the center of interest rate corridor. Meanwhile, 

interbank domestic and foreign exchange markets are also considered 

as overnight-financing center to maintain banks’ liquidity balance and 

clear payment systems with penalized interest rate which is logically 

mounted above short term policy interest rate owing to the 

uncollateralized lending and risk-oriented financing. Secondary 

money market which is functionally introduced to discount highly-

qualified asset backed securities (highly qualified fixed assets and 

non-recourse secured loans with short term remaining maturity) 

simplifies fund raising by banks with lower rates than interbank and 

the CBs overnight rate. In this context, there is also a discount window 

at the secondary capital market or over the counter to sell banks’ low-

quality assets to the SVPs, loan collection entities, or other credit and 

financial institutions (Chart 4). 

In this regard, banks which face cash flow shortage, rely on the 

assets discount, interbank financing, and overnight uncollateralized 

lending by central bank at different interest rates. The interest rate of 

the central bank overnight-lending as ceiling rate is empirically higher 

than the overnight-interbank rate due to the penalized-overnight-

financing policy of the CBs.  

Eventually, the interest rate corridor is historically bounded by the 

CBs deposit rate and overnight-lending interest rate as the lower and 

higher bands. Meanwhile, the short term policy interest rate (OMO), 

the interest rates of assets discount and interbank rate are respectively 

located between the middle and top of the corridor.  

5.2. Effective monetary transmission channels 

Monetary policy, which is conveyed to the macroeconomic indicators 

by different course of monetary transmission channels, affects output 

gap through aggregate demand, macroeconomic-consolidated balance 

sheet, and subsequently, flow of funds at the institutional and market 

level. The flow of funds which reflect both financial and nonfinancial 
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saving/investment channels is significantly influenced by the 

monetary policy key channels including lending and balance sheet 

channels. 
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Balance sheet channel which mainly results from the balance sheet 

revaluation and consequently institutional net worth, specifically 

banks, partly contributes into the macroeconomic-financing 

mechanism. Moreover, lending channel is also quantitatively affected 

by the net worth, such as balance sheet channel, along with broad 

money growth, saving/consumption trade-off, investment dividend, 

and loans repayment.  Ultimately, lending and balance sheet channels 

associate together to influence asset liquidability, and macroeconomic 

flow of funds via different markets. In this context,  markets are ranked 

based on the relative importance in asset market and flow of funds as 

money market, housing and capital markets respectively constitute 

36.7%, 30.4%, and 22.1% of investment in 2013. In other words, 

although money market is empirically recognized as the engine of 

financial and nonfinancial investment, the considerable share of 

housing market as less-productive market with long boom/bust cycle 

underlines low speed of credit cycle (Table 1). Meanwhile, debt 

securities which are empirically introduced to finance big projects and 

public sector deficit, unexpectedly highlight the least share in the 

financial markets. 

Given the prominent share of asset markets (housing and capital) 

in the whole financial and nonfinancial markets and flow of funds, the 

monetary policy is evidently required to streamline asset market’s 

flow of funds instead of extra concentration on broad money growth 

and lending channel. Meanwhile, balance sheet channel is obviously 

expected to be more sensitive against monetary policy stance rather 

than lending channel in order to achieve monetary goals. In this 

regard, housing 1  and capital market both seem to effectively 

contribute to flow of funds and investment financing. 

 
1.  Housing market rental return is the least in the assets market which indicates that 

speculators count on the capital gain rather than rent in the second largest-low 

liquid assets market in Iran. Hence, financial system policy makers make should 

make a balance between long-term non-capital gain earning and institutional 

market value position of real estate given the monetary authorities commitment 

to take further steps to contain inflation and assets’ market bubble. 
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6. Conclusion 

Financial system has been dramatically integrated over the past few 

decades, so the institutional portfolio and subsequently flow of funds 

are remarkably affected by the individual and compound asset market 

fluctuations, financial market policy instruments and specifically 

monetary policy. De-segmentation of financial system requires policy 

coordination among financial market policy makers. Henceforth, the 

SFSOC has been established to harmonize asset market policies, to 

monitor the cross-markets flow of funds, as well as to recognize 

macro-financial system resilience against contingent shocks while 

synchronizing the financial markets’ goals, instruments, regulations, 

and supervisory practices.  

Monetary environment as the core of financial system has also 

been designed in light of the new set of extensive goals including 

financial stability, sustainable noninflationary growth, external 

sustainability, and price stability which are functionally considered as 

macro prudential goals too. In this regard, the monetary policy 

framework is comprehensively proposed for Iran which systematically 

جدول یک: توزیع سهم اقالم مانده و جریان بازار دارائی های مالی و غیرمالی Table 1: Share of different markets in the flow of funds

2013 2013

[thousand.bil.Rls/a] (%)

Debt securities 43 0.8

Capital market 1188 22.1

Regulated market 188 3.5

Unregulated market 1001 18.6

Foreign exchange and gold market 440 8.2

Foreign exchange market 428 8.0

Gold market 12 0.2

Commodity market and OTC 93 1.7

Housing market 1631 30.4

Money market 1971 36.7

Regulated market 1557 29.0

Unregulated market 415 7.7

Total 5367 100.0
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includes the new goals, stance variables, instruments, transmission 

mechanism as well as timely monitoring and feedback system. 

Accordingly, macroeconomic data provides a reliable momentum to 

evaluate both real and financial sectors condition in case the data is 

timely-consistently compiled by the policy makers’ monitoring 

system. The data indicates how far the macroeconomic condition is 

away from the monetary goals and targets given the relative 

importance of every single goal for policy makers and the gap between 

monetary quantitative targets and performed indicators. 

Although monetary policy is ultimately reflected into the policy 

interest rate and discount rates, some other specific-supplementary 

issues are also reviewed by the policy makers including the impact of 

policy interest rate on the consumption/saving trade off, 

saving/investment gap, the contingent reaction of flow of funds at the 

institutional and assets’ markets to the new policy package, monetary 

transmission mechanism response to the new policy environment 

specifically credit and external channels (external balance and 

sustainability), as well as the monetary policy effect on the 

harmonization of lending and balance sheet channels. In this context, 

money market vulnerabilities are wisely examined by the supervisory 

body based on the new-upcoming policies and consequently potential 

risks. Moreover, the impact of policy interest rate on the interest rate 

corridor, macroeconomic risk factors and unregulated credit markets 

are continuously scrutinized.  

A wide variety of policy instruments are occasionally applied in 

the context of the new monetary policy framework by the conventional 

transmission channels which are technically tracked via monetary 

condition index, early warning system, leading indicators, and stress 

tests that give a timely feedback to the policy makers to 

contemporaneously draw a comprehensive picture of macroeconomic 

condition and macro prudential stance. The new macroeconomic 

condition also provides an opportunity to revise monetary policy 

setting. Macro prudential regulations are carefully associated with a 

consistent combination of the conventional and unconventional policy 

instruments to reach the monetary asymmetric goals including 

utilizing the international reserves’ swap to maintain external 

sustainability during the short-term highly volatile capital flows, 

extending the interest rate corridor to realize the goals of monetary 
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policy, buoyant flow of funds, reliable-secure payment systems, and 

characterized institutional risks. 

 Furthermore, some other supplementary instruments include 

collateralization of the banks’ highly-qualified equities’ refund via 

discount window, forward guidance to mitigate market uncertainty, 

restriction of the short term capital flows in order to comprehend 

assets and foreign exchange market volatilities, re-establishment of 

supervisory practice in the central banks based on the function of the 

last resort at the secondary money and capital market, introduction of 

timely-efficient monetary transmission mechanism to track the impact 

of policy instrument on the macroeconomic variables, limitation on 

the period and clearance of the medium-term foreign exchange 

derivatives which are evidently associated with the traditional rate of 

reserve requirement, open market operation, and discount rates.  

Credit channel is experimentally considered as the main monetary 

transmission channel to convey the impact of monetary policy to the 

macro indicators via bank lending and balance sheet channels which 

should be cautiously monitored at the regulated and unregulated credit 

institutions such as banks, leasing companies, credit institutions, 

micro finance entities, and credit cooperatives. In this regard, central 

bank develop supervisory practices over all money market institutions 

while facilitating the establishment of supplementary entities to 

streamline flow of funds and liquidity management through deposit 

insurance funds, auditing agencies, validation companies, loans 

collection companies, rating entities, and SPVs to discount highly-

qualified assets.  

Balance sheet channel which mainly results from the balance sheet 

revaluation and consequently, institutional net worth, partly 

contributes to the macroeconomic-financing mechanism. Moreover, 

lending channel is also quantitatively motivated by the net worth 

contributors, such as broad money growth, saving/consumption trade-

off, investment dividend, loans repayment, as well as balance sheet 

channel. Eventually, both lending and balance sheet channels 

associate together to achieve monetary goals while streamlining the 

macroeconomic flow of funds, assets liquidability, and cash flow in 

different markets.  
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Given the prominent share of asset market (housing and capital) 

in the whole financial and nonfinancial markets in Iran, the monetary 

policy is empirically required to streamline assets market’s flow of 

funds instead of extra concentration on broad money growth and 

lending channel. Meanwhile, balance sheet channel is obviously 

expected to be more effective against monetary policy stance rather 

than lending channel in order to achieve monetary goals. In this 

regard, housing and capital markets are both-significantly considered 

more efficient to finance flow of funds and fiscal deficit. 

Policy coordination is historically considered as the most 

effective-available-expedite driving force in the Iran monetary policy 

environment given the lack of efficient-consistent tool box, an 

extended unregulated money market, and weak monitoring system.  
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Abstract 

The especial importance of capital market in countries is undeniable in economic 

development via effective capital conduct and optimum resources allocation. 

Investment in capital market requires decision making in new stock exchanges, and   

accessing information in the case of future status of capital market. Undoubtedly, 

nowadays most part of capital is exchanged via stock exchange all around the world. 

National economies are extremely affected by the performance of stock market, high 

talent and unknown factors affecting stock market, and this causes unreliability in 

investment. It is clear that unreliable assets are inappropriate and in other side, for 

those investors who select stock market as a place to invest this asset is inevitable; 

thus, naturally all investors struggle to reduce unreliability. The present study 

compares four different models of predicting stock price, namely, Perceptron 

network, Fuzzy neural network, CART, Decision tree, and Support vector regression 

in Iran stock market during 2008 - 2012. Research sample includes 81 firms listed on 

the Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE). The findings compared in the case of five indicates 

show that for predicting stock price, using CART decision tree, has lower error than 

other ones.  

Keywords: Perceptron network, Fuzzy neural network, CART decision tree, 

Support vector regression. 
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1. Introduction 

Decision making is considered as the best solution between all other 

kinds of solving problems, which needs knowing existing solutions 

and their measurement methods. For measurement, it needs a criteria 

to evaluate different parts and finally to select the most suitable and 

the most desirable one. Prediction is an integral part in decision 

making process and control. On the other side, prediction is directly 

related to decision making risk. Decision making in the case of buying 

new stock of   and selling existing ones, needs some information 

about future position of stock prices, thus, if the future stock price is 

predictable via some methods, this economic decision making would 

be done based on information and thus, losses or risks of investment 

would decrease (Forghani, 2005). 

2. Literature Review  

The results of huge development in the field of computer and artificial 

intelligence is employed for predicting price in stock exchange in 

different countries, such as artificial intelligence techniques, including 

neural network, genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic and so, successful 

results in predicting financial occurrences have been achieved. The 

idea of using neural networks in economic networks, for the first time 

was presented by White in 1988. He tried to discover hidden system 

in historical prices of capital assets to this end, daily returns of IBM 

Company was used as an especial case and the role of statistics in 

finance methods and learning methods in neural networks are 

considered as 2 elements complementing each other (Raei, 2001). 

After White's study, to predict financial events, several studies were 

done in several countries including Iran. Khaloozadeh and Khaki 

(2003) presented 3 prediction methods, and finally, presented 

suggestive structure of neural networks. Of other studies for 

comparing neural network results and traditional ones, comparative 

study of neural network efficiency against technical- analytical 

indicates inputs for prediction of stock price which can be pointed out 

is done by Motavaseli and Kashefi (2006). They show better results of 

considered neural network. Azar & Afsar (2006) focused on the role 

of fuzzy neural network in stock price prediction and the results 
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showed that ARIMA model has unique characteristics. Chi et al. 

(2012) by using second type of fuzzy neural model predicted stock 

price and their results showed efficiency and usefulness of fuzzy 

neural modeling method in stock price prediction.  

In recent years, it is tried to have exact prediction of stock prices. 

In most predictive models, the system has predicted stock prices, only 

by using an index (mostly stock price), and has used several indicators 

as multi input network. Pai and Lin (2005) used ARIMA hybrid model 

and supported Vector Machines model in Taiwan stock price 

prediction. Armano et al. (2005) presented neural network hybrid 

model and genetic algorithm to predict stock index. They used genetic 

algorithm to control neural network performance. Wang (2007) used 

non- linear neural network for stock price prediction. He used hybrid 

asymmetric instability method in artificial neural network to decrease 

prediction error. His results showed that Grey- GJR- GARCH 

instability method is superior to other instability methods for 

prediction.  

Chih-Ming Hus (2011) combined neural network and genetic 

program to present a comprehensive strategy to solve stock price 

prediction problems. Their results show that suggested hybrid method 

as a practical and effective tool, is used to predict stock price. 

Mirzazadeh and Tavakoli (2011) conducted stock price prediction 

using artificial neural network. The results show that suggested model 

has high accuracy. 

3. Hypotheses and Methodology 

According to the objective of the study, the following hypotheses are 

postulated: 

H1: By using multi layered perceptron network, estimation of 

stock price error could be decreased more than other methods. 

H2: By using multi layered fuzzy neural network estimation of 

stock price, error could be decreased more than other methods. 

H3: By using multi layered CART decision tree estimation of stock 

price, error could be decreased more than other methods. 
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H4: By using multi layered support vector, regression estimation 

of stock price error could be decreased more than other methods. 

This study is mathematical- analytical in view of methodology. 

Basic steps in performing study are as follows: 

Selecting and calculating independent variables during 2008 -

2012. 

Selected companies include 81 firms listed on the TSE. 

3.1 Statistical population and study sample 

The population of the study includes all listed companies on the TSE 

with the following conditions: 

The companies should be listed in stock exchange before 2008. 

Excluding financial company and banking industry. 

Their stock should be at least once transacted in a week. 

By considering mentioned criteria, the sample study includes 

81 firms. 

3.2 Research variables and hypothesis test: 

-  Independent variable 

In performed studies to predict stock price, 13 variables were used; in 

this study, after estimations, and also using statistical omitting 

methods, 11 variables are used.  

Since the amount of P/E ratio and amount of transacted stocks 

were 0.929 and 0.547 respectively, and these amounts are more than 

0.05, thus in 0.95 confidence level, these variables are not significant 

and the model is performed, using other variables: 

1) Depended variable: stock price prediction  

Model description 

Models used in this study are as follows: 
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a. Multilayer perceptron network (MLP) 

MLPs are forward neural networks which are amongst highest used 

artificial neural networks. In MLP, each neuron in each layer would 

be connected to all pervious layer neurons. These networks are called 

fully connected networks (Menhaj, 2000). Each perceptron, aggregates 

the total output of all perceptron of previous layers sends it to the next 

layer (Menhaj, 2000). Thus in each step, weight coefficient learning 

index would be changed as follows: 

1k k k kw w a g  
 

In which, wk is network weight coefficient, gk is network output 

error gradient, ak is network learning coefficient. This method, which 

is called Gradient Descent Algorithm, is performed in two ways which 

are Incremental mood and Batch mood (Menhaj, 2000). In incremental 

mood, error gradient, after each observation will account one learning 

samples and improves weight coefficient. In Batch mood, after a full 

cycle of learning samples and total gradient measurement this process 

would be done. In most cases, incremental mood is superior to Batch 

mood (Menhaj, 2000). 

b. Fuzzy neural network (ANFIS) 

Recently, fuzzy logic, for modeling and reservoir management is 

proposed to solve ambiguous properties. However, the main problem 

of fuzzy logic is that there is no systematic process for designing a 

fuzzy controller. In other words, a neural network has the ability of 

environment trained (pairs of input - output), the ordered structure, 

and the way of interaction, to adjust itself. To this end, Professor Jeng 

in 1993 presented the ANFIS model, which combines the capabilities 

of two methods. ANFIS allows the extraction of fuzzy rules from 

numerical data or expert knowledge is, and comparatively, a rule - 

making foundation. Moreover, it can convert complex human 

intelligence; fuzzy systems can adjust (Jeng et al., 1997). The main 

problems of the ANFIS prediction model are the relatively high time 

needed, training structure, and determining the parameters. 

Distinguishing characteristic of ANFIS, providing the algorithm 
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learns, slope gradient method, and the method of least squares is to 

modify the parameters. Slope gradient method is to be applied to non-

linear parameters for the pilot to adjust while the least squares method 

is to be applied to the next section to determine the linear parameters. 

Educational process has two steps: First, while the front parts of 

parameters (membership functions) are assumed to be constant, using 

the method of least squares parameters (Tally), are determined. 

Secondly, the error signal spread (Jeng et al, 1997). 

c) CART decision Tree 

CART uses Gini Index (Breiman, 1984). Gini Index relation is defined 

as follows: 

 21 
j

jgini cpI

 

In which, )( jcP is the rate of c class belonged data. This 

algorithm, firstly accounts Gini coefficient for all primary data using 

formula1. Then amount of information gain of any feature is obtained 

using this relation: 

)()( AIIAGain
giniresgini                                                            (1) 

In which )(AI
ginires  is calculated using formula 2 and 

giniresI  is the 

remained amount of disorder in batches, is via using A properties, 

which is attainable using the help of total property occurrence of each 

one of divisions. Then, property which has the highest benefit is 

selected as dividing feature. 
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(2) 

In which, a shows subcategory with selecting Ath splitter feature. 
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d) Support vector regression (SVR) 

This method is deduced directly from Vapnik, under the name SVM; 

SVMs are used for categorizing problems. Then, their algorithm was 

developed for regression or data estimation problems. This new 

algorithm is called SVM (Vepnik, et al., 1997; Semula, 1998). 

The description of method is as follows: 

Suppose that a set of data 
11),(
iii yx  is held in which, yR and 

xRn. 

It means that any data has n dimensions (n-dimensional vector). 

Similar to any data, we have an amount of y. The simplest estimator 

function is written as f(x) = wtx+b, so that, the relation between 

vertical data of x and output amount of y is estimated with best method 

and least error. In other words, the objective is lowering function risk: 

bxkwyk
N

R T
N

k

emp  
1

1
  Function (1) 

The sigma term in above mentioned function is called Vapnik cost 

function which is as follows: 

Vapnik cost function  y- (x) = 






 





-(x) f-y 

       (x) f-y if0
  

otherwise, Function (2). 

Diagram 1: Vapnik Cost function diagram 
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Our objective is to find vector so that, the following conditions are 

satisfied: 
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For better understanding of this problem, consider diagram (2): 

Diagram 2: Variation Corridor 

 

 

According to this figure, while the value of ε should be the fixed 

point of the border, where possible, it should increase, and at the same 

time, the crossed section shown in the picture is the tube (or corridor) 

so that the amount cutting it along the y-axis (vertical axis) does not 

exceed 2ε. Expressed very simply, we are looking into a tube, as far 

as possible; to cover all data, but in crossed-section, the y- axis, the 

value of 2ε is not a violated. In this case, the optimization of the 

parameter C, indicating a violation, or going out of the tube, shows the 

amount of noise in the data. This problem, can be solved by using 
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Lagrange multiplier, after performing the necessary calculations, and 

simplified equations, the following is achieved: 
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Finally, the estimator function would be as follows: 
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In which, i  and 
*

i are Lagrange polynomials and the solutions 

of the optimization problem; now, if data is nonlinear, Kernel 

functions could be used to obtain estimator function, namely: 

bxxKxf k

N

k
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),()()(
1

*                                   Function (5) 

In which ),( ji xxk is a Kernel function and defines the 

characteristics of the best solution in the optimization problem. 

e) Implementation of the model 

To implement the model, MATLAB software, version 7.12.0.635 

(R2011a), has been used. Also other needs are total data, the training 

data and test data which are segregated. Thus, 80% of the data as 

training data, and the remaining 20% as testing and validation data are 

defined. In this study, the method of K-Fold cross validation, the type 

of authentication is used, the data is divided into k subsets (partitions), 

each one, for validation, and k -1 others, is used for training, and the 
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implementation of the second part, again, the K part, to assess, k-1 

remaining parts, for learning algorithm k times, the same procedure is 

executed. However, the data of learning and assessment of learning 

data, and evaluation of other iterations, it should have minimal 

overlap, to obtain all the data in the learning process, and evaluation 

is involved. Also, it should be noted that, given the proportion of each 

class in each series learning and assessment, is the ratio of the same 

class in the entire data set. 

Before running the model on the data, all the data have been 

standardized. To this end, by using the following formula the data in 

the interval [-1, 1] is normalized: 

 
Ni
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SS
S i

i ,,1,
~

minmax
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                                      Function (6) 

Where minS  and maxS , respectively are the minimum and maximum 

values of variables, and iS
~

is the normalized values of iS , and N 

represents the number of samples.  

To evaluate the model, five evaluation criteria are used namely: 

Mean Absolute Error, Mean Squared Error, Normalized Mean Square 

Error, Mean Absolute Percentage Error, and 
2R . This has been 

applied and calculated by using the following equations: 
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In which, iy  and id respectively show real stock prices and stock 

prices predicted by the algorithm, and n is the size of samples y and 

d are average actual and predicted stock prices respectively. 

f. Forecasting with Multilayer Perceptron Networks  

To apply perceptron neural network to the training data, we have a 

number of inputs, number of hidden layers and number of neurons in 

each hidden layer, and the whole internal structure perceptron neural 

network, which is defined in this research, trial and error One Neural 

Network Forward, 10-5-1, and back-propagation was chosen. Back- 

 

Table 1: The Prediction Results of Stock Price Using 

Perceptron Network 

Fold MAD MSE NMSE MAPE MAE R2 

1 77.29099 226266 0.008925 3.012921 77.29989 0.992111 

2 4245.337 24207222 0.759912 171.2878 4231.393 0.247642 

3 122.4857 372608.5 0.0128 6.504008 122.7215 0.987705 

4 1.170877 21.57442 7.58E-07 0.046522 1.170657 0.999999 

5 319.6024 380029.9 0.013511 13.77782 319.671 0.986306 

6 12.84421 1554.015 5.37E-05 0.463476 12.55948 0.999949 

7 51.86658 29445.32 0.001021 2.762313 51.90002 0.999034 

8 9.727354 866.2058 2.73E-05 0.274275 9.730461 0.999973 

9 3790.881 29958460 2.0833 67.52319 3284.352 -0.14318 

10 211.017 692535.7 0.023638 8.017398 210.7521 0.976789 

Aver- 

age 
884.2224 5586901 0.290319 27.36697 832.155 0.804632 

 

propagation algorithm is a gradient descent search algorithm which 

tries to minimize the mean square of error between the desired output 
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and the target output of neural networks. The error back-propagation 

to conduct research in space, weight and bias, was applied. The back-

propagation algorithm, at each stage, a new output value, compared 

with the actual value, and the error due to the weight of the modified 

network is discussed. Each neuron in the network includes a weighted 

sum of its inputs, a sigmoid transfer function, is filtered.  Table 2 

shows the evaluation results for Perceptron Network.  

In Table 2, time process of learning and measurement of 

perceptron network is shown. 

Table 2: Learning Time and Perception Network 

Measurement. 

Training time 

(Sec) 

Evaluation  time 

(Sec) 

12.75842 0.030566 

1.66369 0.031107 

8.129382 0.030844 

46.92172 0.03008 

14.42915 0.029928 

11.91117 0.030782 

6.285443 0.031009 

27.26867 0.031031 

1.935776 0.030379 

13.70953 0.03088 

14.50129 0.030661 

 

g. Prediction Using Fuzzy Neural Network  

To apply learning data to fuzzy neural network, method parameters 

should be determined. In table 3, these parameters are shown. 
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Table 3: Input Parameters of Fuzzy Neural Network 

Parameter Type 

Fuzzy type Sugeno 

Optimization Method Hybrid 

Separation techniques Grid Partition 

Cycle No. 1000 

Membership functions number of the 

independent variables 
5 

Membership function type of the 

independent variables 
Gaussian 

The type of membership function in 

dependent variable 
Linner 

 

Table 4: Measurement Results of Stock Price Using Fuzzy 

Neural Network 

Fold MAD MSE NMSE MAPE MAE R2 

1 78.11607 35004.33 0.001382 2.315379 77.99947 0.99878 

2 80.47855 29759.5 0.000927 1.914379 80.64898 0.999075 

3 70.2401 18391.96 0.000634 2.098695 69.97842 0.999393 

4 78.06155 23738.78 0.000833 1.939047 76.97994 0.999203 

5 74.0733 20944.9 0.000746 2.001339 74.11878 0.999245 

6 73.4312 20959.26 0.000724 1.9695 73.59999 0.999316 

7 71.87618 27600.63 0.000953 1.984806 71.59247 0.999095 

8 1.84693 18801.3 0.000594 1.820493 71.86684 0.99941 

9 67.03524 23038.45 0.000992 1.911833 67.12983 0.999121 

10 71.85655 22819.1 0.000784 1.811902 71.76916 0.999235 

Average 73.70157 24105.82 0.000857 1.976737 73.56839 0.999187 
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Table 5 shows the measurement results for fuzzy neural network. 

Table 5: Learning Process Time and Fuzzy Neural 

Network 

Training time 

(sec) 

Evaluation  time 

(sec) 

1520.009 2.000075 

1520.023 2.000074 

1520.007 2.000072 

1520.007 2.000065 

1520.01 2.000067 

1520.009 2.000067 

1520.008 2.000069 

1520.008 2.000079 

1520.007 2.00008 

1520.009 2.000071 

1520.01 2.000072 

 

h) CART –aided prediction 

Learning data is applied to CART and CART will make an estimator 

by using data. In tree learning step, first, tree is allowed to develop 

fully and then, to deal with excessive learning phenomenon, tree 

pruning will start using validated data. After learning the structure of 

Tree, it will be saved in computer for calculation. In Table 6 learning 

process time and fuzzy neural network measurement are shown. 
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Table 6: The Results of Predicting Rate of Stock Price 

Using CART 

Fold MAD MSE NMSE MAPE MAE R2 

1 28.08521 6020.445 0.000237 0.568228 27.64324 0.99979 

2 31.82544 5929.721 0.000184 0.56374 31.81061 0.999816 

3 33.78729 11275.44 0.000389 0.541446 32.21171 0.999628 

4 31.9175 5585.935 0.000196 0.56937 31.77776 0.999812 

5 31.01602 4566.076 0.000163 0.599587 30.47545 0.999835 

6 29.53936 5481.551 0.000189 0.551265 29.46835 0.999821 

7 31.06291 9766.733 0.000337 0.548294 30.33977 0.99968 

8 31.2201 7363.141 0.000232 0.534973 30.87263 0.999769 

9 25.16068 5501.386 0.000236 0.52908 25.11673 0.99979 

10 26.96595 4204.425 0.000144 0.5567 26.87311 0.999859 

Average 30.05805 6569.486 0.000231 0.556268 29.65894 0.99978 

 

In table 7, the duration of learning and estimations are shown. 

Table 7: Learning Time and CART Estimation 

Training time (Sec) Evaluation  time (Sec) 

1.049255 0.002357 

1.369631 0.003973 

1.086367 0.003055 

1.111093 0.002558 

1.085328 0.002475 

1.124765 0.002571 

1.086521 0.002458 

1.063663 0.002581 

1.045142 0.002679 

1.073332 0.002557 

1.10951 0.002726 
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i) Prediction using SVR 

Learning data apply to SVR algorithm and SVR, using coefficient 

learning data, attain s and then decision function. 
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In which, k (xi, xj) is called RBF.  

Table 8: Stock Price Results Using SVR 

Fold MAD MSE NMSE MAPE MAE R2 

1 39.78742 54717.77 0.002157 1.30178 39.19522 0.998092 

2 41.46662 99308.7 0.003088 1.006185 41.1722 0.996913 

3 34.68731 53111.72 0.00183 1.406999 34.04789 0.998247 

4 27.80683 3151.914 0.000111 0.810924 27.76773 0.999894 

5 38.30543 95490.65 0.003406 0.891197 36.79912 0.996559 

6 28.76639 4741.669 0.000164 0.924331 28.63517 0.999845 

7 36.72455 50370.54 0.001742 1.216139 36.72499 0.998348 

8 26.24521 2496.58 7.88E-05 0.815359 26.21991 0.999922 

9 27.93108 12960.48 0.000556 1.066674 27.59216 0.999505 

10 31.72045 23290.56 0.000799 0.867685 31.39963 0.999219 

Average 33.34413 39964.06 0.001393 1.030727 32.9554 0.998655 
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In Table 9, the learning time and estimation process are shown. 

Table 9: Learning and Estimation Time of SVR 

Training time 

(Sec) 

Evaluation  time 

(Sec) 

57.2676 0.512143 

36.31497 0.533981 

36.35785 0.535126 

36.4014 0.5888 

37.13387 0.585293 

35.99649 0.591236 

36.89264 0.553817 

35.90042 0.579167 

37.11067 0.554991 

36.53887 0.570692 

38.59148 0.560524 

 

4. Conclusion 

New credit and monetary policies in one side, and opening capital 

markets around the world, lead to deepening of globalization process 

and information revolution in other side, caused that stock exchange 

and stock in today's world exit from academic textbooks and show 

themselves as an effective phenomenon in individuals' life.  

The more dynamic this movement, the more developed economy 

would be. In fact, stock is the place of crossing peoples’ capitals. Thus 

it is mandatory that enterprise owners and others be familiar with the 

structure of stock and stock operation mood. In recent years, some 

studies in the field of stock price in TSE have begun; and in these 
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studies, predicting stock price using linear and non-linear methods are 

done, in which, the capacity of stock price prediction in artificial 

intelligence (neural network, fuzzy neural network etc.) is shown. In 

recent decade, fuzzy neural networks to solve the problem of complex 

models determination, using intelligence data factors for academy 

authors, was so problematic. It is used in many realms. In this study, 

this process for multilayer perceptron network, fuzzy neural network, 

CART algorithm, support vector regression, in the case of 

performance evaluation, 5 criterions were compared. The results show 

that fuzzy neural network has lesser error than perceptron network. 

     Algorithms with least error of estimation are presented in Table 10.  

Table 10: The Results of the Evaluation of Algorithms, in 

Order of Performance 

Algorithm MSE NMSE MAPE MAE R2 

CART 6569.486 0.000231 0.556268 29.65894 0.99978 

ANFIS 24105.82 0.000857 1.030727 32.9554 0.999187 

SVR 39964.06 0.001393 1.976737 73.56839 0.998655 

MLP 5586901 0.290319 27.36697 832.155 0.804632 
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Appendix 

Table 1: Variables and Their Calculation Methods 

Variable Data 
Calculation 

method 
Resource 

Daily trading 

volume ratio 

of the total 

number of 

shares 

Trading volume, 

total number of 

company shares 

Total number of 

shares / turnover 

Rahavard 

Software 

Price changes Price of Today, 

prices of yesterday 

Price of Today, 

prices of 

yesterday 

Rahavard 

Software 

Lowest Prices Lowest Prices - TSE website 

Highest price Highest price - TSE website 

First price First price - TSE website 

Yesterday 

price 

Yesterday price - TSE website 

Rate of P/E Stock price, 

earnings per share 

Stock price, 

earnings per 

share 

TSE website 

(Rahavard 

Software) 

Turnover Turnover - TSE website 

Number of 

shares traded 

Number of shares 

traded 

- TSE website 

Number of 

Buyers 

Number of Buyers - TSE website 

Read the Deal Read the Deal - TSE website 

Average 

Price 

Average Price - TSE website 

Last price Last price - TSE website 
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Abstract 

Social capital is a relatively new concept in the social sciences and is one of the most 

important challenges of new era in a way that based on experts’ comments, the 

solution for all the problems of today’s modern world is social capital. To this end, 

one of the problems that managers of organizations particularly; service and 

manufacturing organizations have faced with today is lack of trust in accurate 

implementation of contract specifically implied contracts. If managers tend to control 

the whole organization for the accurate implementation of these contracts, it would 

lead to extravagant costs. One proper and certain way to solve this problem is to 

apply elements and components of social capital in organizations. By deploying 

scientists’ thoughts regarding social capital, the present research attempts to analyze 

the evidence of social capital reduction in banking industry and test its impact along 

with other forms of capital on GDP of the country. Findings of this study indicate that 

there is a significant and reverse relation between social capital reduction in banking 

industry and GDP.  
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1. Introduction  

Social capital is fairly a new concept in social sciences and is 

considered as one of the most important challenges of modern era. In 

short, it is defined as “Norms and networks which make possible 

public participation in group activities in order to obtain mutual 

benefits. The main idea of this concept in management is that as 

material and human resources can be beneficial both in public and 

solidarity affairs, social networks can be influential on efficiency of 

individuals or groups. Today, social capital is known by features like 

cooperation, trust, knowledge, concern for others, participation in 

public issues, solidarity, tolerance, group solidarity, interaction, non-

selfish behavior, loyalty to mutual commitments. These features are 

not personal properties, their roots are hidden in the past, they can be 

grown with care, and accessing them does not decrease, but it 

increases. Social capital can be measured by methods like estimation 

of social trust level, levels of membership in formal or informal civic 

associations, commitment and adherence to the provisions of the 

agreements between the parties. 

If we analyze the impact of social capital on organizations through 

levels of commitment and adherence to the contents of contracts 

between individuals, we can assume that organizations are a collection 

of contracts which enable them to interact with their environment and 

continue their survival. Organizations take their required resources 

from the environment, and form them like products and send them 

back to the environment (Daft, 1998). However, throughout this 

procedure, human resource plays a significant and vital role. 

Nonetheless, the important but not very obvious fact in this cycle is 

the subject of contracts. Based on this viewpoint, in order to serve and 

manufacture products, the organization has put into itself a collection 

of contracts like contract with employees, contract with manufacturers 

of primary materials, contract with buyers, and contract with 

borrowers and lenders. But the fact is that one organization does not 

have all the controlling tools in order to put into effect all the contracts. 

If an organization wants to control all the components of contracts 

thoroughly, it should be responsible for a huge amount of expenses; 

therefore, the important issue is what an organization should do in 

order to avoid these problems and all the excessive costs. 
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In banking industry, some samples of social capital effects can be 

noticed in contracts with borrowers. Some borrowers adhere to their 

commitments accurately, and do not blame the bank for follow-up 

costs and legal issues due to loss of loan. But some other customers 

refuse to repay their loans due to many reasons, and impose a huge 

amount of money on the bank and the economy of the society. The 

behavioral differences of these two different types of customers can 

be analyzed by social capital theories. It is obvious that any loss or 

failure due to loss of loans in banking system would have a negative 

effect on economic growth and, more importantly on GDP.  

The present research attempts to find an answer to this question 

“What are the effects of social capital reduction in banking industry 

on GDP?” It is plain to observe that finding an answer to this question 

in a way that we can figure out the ways through which we can 

improve social capital of organizations has facilitated access to 

individual and organizational objectives, and would increase 

efficiency and effectiveness of physical and humane properties. And 

for this end, those managers can be successful who can have more 

production and social capital in their connection with society.  

This article is designed in five sections. After the above 

introduction, the research literature is analyzed on theoretical and 

experimental basis. In the third part, methodology of the research 

based on choice and determination of statistical data, statistical 

sample, the research model introduction, and data collection are all 

introduced. In the fourth part, the research findings are analyzed, and 

finally discussion and conclusion with the approach of answering the 

research question, comparing the research results with previous 

studies, and recommendations are all written.  

2. The Research Literature 

2.1. Theoretical basis 

There is no agreement between researchers regarding the foundation 

of social capital concept. Some are attributed to Hani Fan, while others 

to Jane Jacob (Ranani & Moayedfar, 2012). Hani Fan (1916) initially 
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applied phrases in order to show her local support of rural schools 

which are considered as components of social capital today. She 

believes that estates are not merely money or personal properties, but 

the things which make one feel more about materialistic properties are 

regarded as estates. For instance, goodwill, friendship, compassion, 

social interaction and a sense of commitment among a group of 

individuals or families which form a social unit can be considered as 

possessions for each member of groups or families. If someone 

contacts their neighbor, and their neighbor contacts another neighbor, 

a series of relationship occur which can provide their personal needs. 

And it can even improve the quality of life in the whole community. 

While the whole community benefits from cooperation of its 

components, people also can benefit from assistance, compassion and 

friendship with neighbors.  

Jane Jacob (Sori quotes 2005) in the book ‘’ Death and Life of Big 

Cities in America” considers social capital as compressed social 

networks which have shown much more responsibility in comparison 

with officials like security forces or police in old districts of city 

concerning maintaining cleanliness, lack of street crime and 

improvement of the quality of life and other decisions.  

Pierre Bourdieu (1986) well-known sociologist was the first man 

who entered the concept of social capital into economic concepts. In 

his book ‘’ Forms of Capital” he regards three different kinds of 

capital, Economic, Cultural, and Social. He defines social capital as 

what follows a collection of real resources associated with properties 

in a constant network of approximately organized relation based on 

acquaintance and mutual connection. Bourdieu tries to show how 

social capital can be used in creating or expanding justice, which in 

this case, he particularly refers to how directly or indirectly people use 

social relations in order to reach important positions.  

Putenam (2002) believes that formal and informal networks in the 

community are the main center for social capital. From his viewpoint, 

social capital can be expressed by three components; networks, trust 

and cooperation norms and networks are the center of the other two 

components and cooperation norms are the most generating part of 

social capital and trust is a necessary element for strengthening the 

cooperation.  
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Seibert (2001) used the structural gap theory for conceptualizing 

social capital. His theory focuses on relationship between individuals 

and colleagues of a network and colleagues with themselves. Gap is 

lack of relation between colleagues in a social network. Based on 

structural gap theory, if someone in their social network starts to 

contact the ones who are not their colleagues he takes the most benefit 

out of it. Therefore, boosting gap networks have advantages like rapid 

data evaluation, excessive ability to bargain, increased power to 

control resources and results.  

Alvani (2014) believes that in new era, in order to develop, we 

need social capital more than economic, physical and human capital. 

Because without this capital, other capitals are not used properly, and 

in a society which lacks social capital, other capitals are incomplete 

and wasted away. He regards social capital as a result of relation based 

on trust in the society and attributes them to a collection of resources 

which are created inside the nature of social relation of organization 

and make social life more pleasant and plausible.  

2.2. Experimental basis 

Experimental basis in domain of social capital is very rich, and 

researchers and scholars have analyzed it from different angles. For 

example, Rahmani and Amiri (2007) in their study titled as “Analysis 

of impact of trust on economic growth in Iran’s provinces with spatial 

econometric method’’ analyzed the impact of trust on growth of 28 

provinces of the country during 2000-2003. In their research, three 

indicators have been analyzed; level of people’s trust in business and 

occupational groups, capitation of closed NSF1 check of which the 

increase can indicate a decline in trusting particularly in economic 

interactions, and capitation of closed cases of forgery, bribery and 

embezzlement of which the increase indicates a decline in trusting 

people of society and institutions. Results of the research prove that 

trust has a positive and meaningful impact on economic growth of 

provinces in a way that its decline can decrease economic growth. 

 
1. Non-sufficient funds 
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Their findings show that reduction one unit of capitation of closed 

NSF check can increase economic growth 11 percent.  

Amir Khani and Pour Ezat ( 2008) in a research titled as ‘’ A 

Reflection of the possibility of expanding social capital at the light of 

organizational justice in governmental organizations’’ analyzed the 

relation of staff understanding of obedience level of organizational 

justice and social capital and investigated influential factors regarding 

this relation. In their research concerning social capital analysis, 

variables like levels of ability to trust, cooperation, civic leadership, 

forgiveness, voluntary spirit, ability to carry out informal relation, and 

variety in friendship and sociability are applied. And for analyzing 

organizational justice, three criteria; distributive, procedural and 

interactive are used. Results of the research indicate that there exists a 

positive and meaningful relation in a way that formulation of 

social capital is heavily influenced by an organization understanding 

of justice.  

Ghanei Rad and Hoseini (2005) studied values, network of 

relations and cooperation in non-governmental organizations. They 

selected 375 individuals among youngsters between 14-30 years old 

who reside in different parts of Tehran. The required data was 

collected through questionnaire, and was analyzed by descriptive and 

deductive statistics and also Lickert scale of considered variables. 

Results of the research show that the more metaphysical values among 

youth, the higher the social capital, the higher is cooperation in non-

governmental organizations. Moreover, youngsters who have higher 

social and economic bases as well as higher education normally have 

high level of cooperation in organizations.  

Chalapi and Mobarai (2005) analyzed the relation between social 

capital and crime in macro and micro levels. Their study consists of 

two parts. The first part of the research is a survey which was carried 

out among 320 ordinary individuals above 18 in Tehran, and criminals 

of Evin, Rajaeeshar, and Varamin prisons. The second part was at an 

international level, and was carried out as secondary analysis between 

1997 and1999, and multivariable regression, logistic regression, and 

modeling of structural equations were used for data analysis. Results 

of their research indicate that there is a negative and meaningful 
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relation between social capital and crime both at macro and  

micro levels.  

Sori (2004) in a research with subject of “Social Capital and 

Economic Performance” analyzed an experimental discussion in 

Iran’s economy. He initially measured the social capital based on its 

performance and the discussion regarding the topic that lack of social 

capital can increase crime and violations, and then analyzed its effect 

on two important variables; economic growth and private investment. 

The finding results of the research indicate that there is a meaningful 

and negative relation between indicator of social capital reduction and 

economic growth and private investment. The deployed method which 

forms this study is that instead of direct measurement of social capital, 

the data was used which indicate social capital reduction. Sori 

considers the data associated with growth rate of different crime cases 

in jurisdictional courts as variables which reduce social capital and 

consequently reduce economic growth.  

Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) analyzed different dimensions of 

social capital in organizations. They placed the different aspects of 

social capital into three different classes: structural dimension, 

relational dimension, and cognitive dimension. Structural dimension 

of social capital refers to all the comprehensive samples of people 

contact; that is, to which group and how people of an organization 

have access to? The most important aspects of this dimension are 

relation of individuals’ network, network configuration, and proper 

organization. Cognitive dimension of social capital refers to resources 

which provide representations, interpretations, concepts and shared 

value systems among all groups. The most important aspects of this 

dimension are: language, mutual codes, and mutual fables. Relational 

dimension of social capital describes a private relation which people 

experience due to the history of their interactions. The most important 

aspects of this dimension are; trust, norms, commitments, 

expectations, and identity.  

Laio and Welch (2005) proved in a lab experiment that in most 

financial issues in parallel with an increase in similarity of people’s 

attitudes, the tendency to lend money to others increases.  
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3. The Research Methodology 

Theoretical and experimental discussions concerning social capital 

have had plenty of applicability in technical fields of banking industry 

like contracts of paying facilities and their timely collections. The 

nature of banking profession due to its special features is susceptible 

to various risks and instabilities. In order to avoid these risks and 

instabilities during the time applicants receive loans, the bank requires 

them to introduce one or two as guarantor considering the amount of 

their loans. This act by bank is about trusting the clients in order to 

perform their commitments. Furthermore, lack of on time payment of 

facilities indicates lack of reliance on mutual commitment in the 

contracts while level of reliance on commitment is one of the 

components of social capital.  

In this research which is an experimental one, it has been 

attempted to analyze and investigate three dimensions of capital; 

economic and physical, human, and social which have been proposed 

by Pier Bordio and have been explained in theoretical studies in 

banking systems, and its effects on GDP is tested. First, the added 

value of bank group to GDP is calculated and chosen as the dependent 

variable of the research. Added value of different economic groups is 

present in Iran Statistic Center and its data can be obtained 

(www.amar.org.ir). To measure social capital, reverse method was 

used due to the fact that social capital is a quality variable and its 

measurement is very complicated, and also because there is no 

appropriate information or data available in Iran. Considering social 

capital data, and nature of elements and its components, if we assume 

that social capital exists in one piece, banks should not have bad debts 

since presence of bad debts is in contrast with one of the components 

of social capital which is mutual commitment and adherence to 

contracts. Therefore, we can look at the issue from another 

perspective, and instead of estimating social capital as a positive value, 

social capital decline can be measured. Hence, the bad debts balance 

is considered as one of the independent variables of this research 

which indicate social capital decline. Moreover, the ratio of human 

resources to added value level of group of banks is regarded as a 

variable which indicates human capital in GDP. And owners’ equity 

to added value’s ratio level of group of banks is known as a variable 

http://www.amar.org.ir/
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which indicates physical capital in GDP play as other independent 

variables in this research. These data and statistics are extracted from 

reports regarding banking system performance throughout the years 

(www.cbi.ir).  

Time period of this research is between 13 years, (2001-2014) and 

statistics are considered annually. The statistical data of the research 

is all the banks and financial institutions among which 6 banks were 

chosen as sample. The reason for sample data is that the highest level 

of bad debts occurred during a period of time exclusively for these six 

banks, and it is obvious they can be good options for statistical data. 

The model used in this research is the ordinary least square technique 

(OLS) which is estimated from famous and well-known econometric 

models by using a regression function. In order to estimate regression 

function, E-views software was used, and the obtained results through 

regression estimation was analyzed and investigated.  

3.1.The model introduction 

In regressive analysis, one variable is usually dependent and others are 

independent. One of the famous models in regression analysis which 

is laid upon the branch of econometric science is the model known as 

estimator of Ordinary Least Squares or OLS9. In economy literature, 

economic variables normally become associated with each other, and 

the objective of economic models is often finding a connection 

between these variables. In this research, there has been an attempt to 

follow economic models so that the relation between different kinds 

of investment in banking system and GDP can be analyzed. By 

considering this fact that manufacturing factors, capital and work 

force are effective on GDP, the capital issue becomes very significant. 

Capital is one of main factors of production which includes social, 

physical, and human capitals. Due to the fact that one production 

function by considering three dimensions of capital is discussed 

below, we have the following relation: 

𝒚𝒕

𝐘𝐭
= 𝑓 (

ht

yt
 ,

mt

yt
,

nt

yt
)                                                                          (1) 

http://www.cbi.ir/
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Based on the function above, we can presume the total equation below 

in various combinations of a collection of descriptive variables.  

𝛽.+𝛽1𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑀𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑁𝑡 + 휀𝑦𝑡 = 0                                                (2) 

In this relation: 
𝒚𝒕

𝐘𝐭
= yt is the dependent variable of the research, 

and indicates the ratio of added value of group of banks in one year to 

GDP of the same year. 

𝐡𝐭

𝒚𝒕
 =𝐻𝑡 is the independent variable and indicates ratio of delayed 

debts to added value of banks in GDP which shows social capital 

decline.  

mt

yt
= 𝑀𝑡 is the independent variable and indicates ratio of 

shareholders’ income to added value of group of banks that shows 

physical and material role of capital in GDP. 

nt

yt
= Nt is the independent variable and indicates the ratio of 

human resources to added value of group of banks which shows the 

role of human capital in GDP 

β =Indicates coefficients which should be estimated by a model 

and then analyzed and discussed.  

ε =is the error factor and indicates the presence of factors which is 

not described in the model, but they are influential on the dependent 

variable.  

3.2 .The unit root test 

Any time-series can be regarded as product of a random procedure. 

Econometric models are always based on stationary assumption of 

time-series variables. Based on this assumption, average and variance 

of variables are fixed and independent from time. Covariance between 

two amounts of series variable merely depends on time duration 

between them, However, if time-series variables used in estimating 

model’s parameters are non-stationary, the probability of phony 

regression is so high which in this case using t and f statistics is 

misleading. Studies show that in case stationary assumption does not 
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occur, the probability of no real and balanced economic relation 

between variables increases. The common figure of this assumption is 

shown below (Sori, 2013, page 279):  

H0: ∅ = 0 There is a unit root and the variable is non-stationary  

H1: ∅ < 0 There is not a unit root and the variable is stationary 

To make sure that time series does not have a unit root and a phony 

regression is not created, unit root test is done about variables. For this 

end, generalized Dickey Fuller method was used. The final results of 

this test are shown in table 1 and 2 for data levels and first-rate 

difference respectively. The results indicate that Variables M and H in 

model at data level were non-stationary and calculated t of generalized 

Dickey Fuller is 10 percent less that critical Mackinnon. So, for these 

variables, the hypothesis H0 based on having a unit root at 10 % is not 

rejected. Repetition of the test for data difference indicate that non-

stationary variables after one differencing, the assumption H0 based 

on having a unit root is rejected and is assumed stationary at 

10% level.  

Table 1: Results 

Mackinnon at 

10 % level ADF 

statistics 
Number of 

optimized lags Variable 
 

-2.7289 

-2.7137 

-2.7137 

-2.7137 

-2.7793 1 Y 

-.07894 1 H 

-.7016 1 M 

-2.9206 1 N 
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Table 2: Generalized Dickey-Fuller Test for First-rate 

Variables 

MacKinnon at 

10 % level ADF 

statistics 
Number of 

optimized lags Variable 
 

-2.7711 

-2.7289 
-3.0542 1 D(H) 

-3.2072 1 D(M) 

 

4. Data Analysis 

The results from the model estimation are shown in Table 3. As shown 

in the table, coefficients of independent variables can be written in a 

relation as what follows:  

𝑦 = .018087 − .000123𝐻 − 8.764825𝑀 − .000202𝑁 

Table 3: Results of OLS Model Estimation 

 
  Source: E-views software 
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5. Analysis of the Model Estimation Results:  

1. It can be concluded from H coefficient that however reduction 

occurs in social capital, GDP also reduces. The negative 

coefficient of this variable shows that there is a reverse relation 

between GDP and social capital decline; in that, if one unit is 

added to social capital decline, GDP reduces 0./000123 unit 

which this matter is in accordance with theoretical studies, since 

social capital decline makes other capitals ineffective. And 

because t statistics for this variable is higher than 2, therefore, it 

can be deduced that there is a reverse and significant relation 

between social capital decline and GDP. 

2. It can be deduced from M coefficient that any change in per unit 

of physical capital has reduced GDP. It is expected that an 

increase in physical capital increases GDP but due to the fact that 

during the considered time, banks have not done any serious 

action to increase capital or an increase in capital of some banks 

have been ineffective by decreasing or stable capital in other 

banks overall  it had been a negative effect on GDP. As shown in 

Table 3, M variable coefficient has become negative, and since t 

statistics is less than two for this variable, this variable is not 

meaningful.  

3. It can be concluded from N coefficient that any change in every 

unit of human capital can cause GDP. It can also be expected 

from here that an increase in every human force would increase 

GDP but according to presented statistics in the operation 

banking system report, it can be deduced that during the research 

period, banks tried to cut down their human forces, and the reason 

for this matter is that based on the operation banking system 

report, all banks follow holistic economic policies of the country 

in order to rationalize the size of government. In other words, 

without considering other variables, each unit change in human 

force of banks reduces GDP to 0.00202 units. Since absolute t 

coefficient for this variable is higher than 2, based on statistical 

analysis, it is meaningful too. Therefore, there is a reverse and 
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meaningful relation between human capital and GDP during 

research period.  

4. Determination coefficient R2 which is shown as R-squared in the 

table is 0/86, and indicates that independent variables are 86 % 

of changes in dependent variable and the rest that is 14 percent 

because of unknown factors that have not been described in the 

model. Based on statistical reasoning, the more the coefficient of 

this number is closer to one, the higher the importance of 

independent variables become, and the less errors would occur.    

5. Statistical coefficient F is 17.34 which indicates that estimated 

regression equation is meaningful. Based on statistical analysis, 

the coefficient which is higher than 3 for this statistic proves 

meaningful level of regression equation. Durbin- Watson statistic 

at 2.35 level shows lack of correlation in the model coefficient 

which emphasizes analyses for higher than 2 for this statistic.  

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

Results of this research indicate that social capital is influential on 

GDP in a way that findings proved that social capital decline has a 

reverse and meaningful relation with GDP. This means that by 

investing in social capital, we can expect that GDP in the country 

increases. In a simpler way, social capital as a very important 

organizational ability and property along with other two types of 

capital, human and physical can have an increasing boost in economic 

growth of a country. As physical and material capital can increase 

production by creating different changes in various productive tools, 

and human capital also can increase production by changing and 

improving their capabilities and skills, social capital also can improve 

mutual relation between them by modifying people’s relationship, and 

create easier relation between people of one organization and 

customers.  Today, if organizations can create elements of social 

capital as social units, they can create better and higher activities and 

consequently can supply the society with more pleasant results, and if 

a manager realizes the accurate and proper way of using social capital, 

and deploys them in the organization we would certainly leave all the 

rivals behind in this competitive world of today.  
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Due to results of this research which are in parallel with those of 

previous studies, some solutions are mentioned below that can help 

managers in improving and upgrading social capital in organization: 

1) Ethical Decision-making 

Managers who apply ethical principles in their organizational 

performances and decisions can create social capital via connection 

with staff and customers. Ethical principles in organizations are 

associated with criteria like: justice, equality, fairness, responsibility 

against society and other people, generosity, and foresight. If a 

manager can follow these criteria in his decision-making, he certainly 

can attain social acceptance by the society and people and staff of the 

organization, can realize organizational goals with their assistance 

and cooperation.  

2) Social responsibility 

Social responsibility is a commitment which indicates the necessity of 

organization’s duty and responsibility towards its members, 

customers, and other people of society. If managers of organizations 

are serious it can lead to survival, development and success of their 

organizations, and people would trust them more than before which 

consequently increases social capital. In contrast, if managers of 

organizations are heedless to social responsibilities, citizens would no 

longer trust them, and society would look poor in social capital aspect 

which in this case both organizations and citizens face failure and loss.   

3) Boosting procedures and organizational environment 

If procedures and organizational environment are boosted, it can cause 

staff satisfaction and staff’s satisfaction can cause customers and 

clients’ satisfaction and social capital increases.  

Some ways of boosting procedures and organizational environment 

include: 
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a. Efforts to establish organizational justice and removal of any 

discriminatory behavior by employees 

b. Avoiding unnecessary and aimless movement  

c. The establishment of a system of recommendations in the 

organization and commitment and adherence of top managers 

of the organization to employees and customers’ suggestions 

d. Informing employees of the organization about missions and 

objectives in a clear and understandable way and far from vague 

and propagandist generalizations 

e. Coordination of individual goals and staff’s organizational 

goals 

f. Efforts to enhance the quality of life of employees 

g. Planning for determining employees’ career development path 

in a transparent manner along with their coordination and 

cooperation 
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برای ایران  DSGEقواعد بهینه سیاستی در یک چارچوب 

 )رویکرد مشارکت اسالمی(

 مریم سلیمانی موحد

 زهرا افشاری

 مهدی پدرام
 

 چکیده
. در باشد قتصاد ایران با رویکرد اسالمی می  هدف این مقاله تعیین قاعده بهینه سیاستی برای ا  

ید کمدل تعادل عمومی پویای تصادفی تأ  این مطالعه بر ابزار اسالمی مشارکت در طراحی یک  

ست. در این مدل، دیگر نرخ    شوک        شده ا ست و تأکید بر اثر  ست پولی نی سیا های بهره ابزار 

یت، یک قاعده سیاستی بر اساس   اقتصادی بر پویایی های متغیرهای کالن اقتصاد است. در نها   

شده           ستخراج  ست بهینه و تجربی ا سیا ضرایب  شده که از طریق آن  شارکت معرفی  قرارداد م

ستفاده از داده    ست. با ا ستی بانک          ا سیا سخ  شان داد که پا صاد ایران نتایج تجربی ن های اقت

 ار اسککت و دمرکزی به شکککاف موصککول و تورا مطابق با انتتاراب و به لوات اقتصککادی معنی

بنابر این قاعده سیاستی مطرح شده در کل بهینه است. قواعد سیاستی نشان دادند که زیان یا 

شکاف تورا و تولید توجه         ستگذار به  سیا سد که  هزینه اجتماعی زمانی به حداقل خود می ر

 یکسانی داشته باشد.

 .، قاعده سیاستی ساده بهینه، ایرانDSGEمشارکت، مدل  واژگان کلیدی:

 JEL: C61, C63, E42, E52بندی طبقه
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 ها در ایرانارزیابی عوامل موثر بر رشد بنگاه

 و  علی ارشدی

 مهرزاد ابراهیمی

 

 چکیده

ر د گذار باشککند.ثیرتوانند بر رشککد بنگاه تأطور کلی عوامل بالقوه زیادی وجود دارد که می به

ضر رابطه میان عواملی نتیر اندازه بنگاه،  سعه و هزینه تبلیغاب   مخارج ت پژوهش حا وقیق و تو

ست.        بر سی قرار گرفته ا صادی بنگاه مورد برر شد اقت ستاندارد      ر ساس ا برای این منتور بر ا

ISIC   ۶۸۳۱-۶۸۳۱وری اطالعاب صکککنعتی کشکککور برای دوره  آرقم اقداا به جمع    و تا چهار 

گردد که عواملی همچون بر اسکککاس نتایج بدسکککت امده از مدل براوردی مالحته می   گردید. 

داری ثیر مثبت و معنی أهزینه توقیق و توسکککعه و نیزهزینه تبلیغاب بر رشکککد بنگاه دارای ت       

ثیر عاملی همچون اندازه بنگاه بر رشد بنگاه اثباب نگردید و  أه تباشد و این درحالی است ک  می

 (.   GIBRAT) بربلیید است بر قانون گیأاین موضوع ت

 .تبلیغاب، قانون گیلبرب، توقیق و توسعه : واژگان کلیدی

 JEL : D92, L25, M37بندی طبقه

 
 .عضو هیاب علمی پژوهشکده پولی و بانکی 

 .استادیار دانشکده اقتصاد و مدیریت دانشگاه آزاد اسالمی شیراز   
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های پذیرفته ارزیابی اثرات سرمایه فکری بر عملکرد مالی بانک

 شده در بورس اوراق بهادار تهران

 ژاله زارعیو  زادهشمساقر ، بآمنه زارعی

 

 چکیده
 هاشرکتسودآوری و حفظ مزیت رقابتی بر موور کنونی،  از جمله عواملی که در دنیای دانش

هدف  .گرددهای مالی ارایه نمیدر صورباست که ارزش سرمایه فکری  گذار است،اثر هاو بانک

عملکرد مالی  بر اجزای آن فکری و سرمایهارزش  ثیرأت تجربی بررسی ،این توقیقاز ارائه 

ضریب  شاخصدر این مطالعه،  .باشدتهران میبهادار شده در بورس اوراق های پذیرفتهبانک

 بانک مذکور در دوره زمانی ۶1برای  VAIC و اجزای آن بر اساس روش فکری سرمایهکارایی 

با استفاده از ها ها برعملکرد مالی بانکاین شاخص مواسبه شده و سپس اثراب ۶۸۳۸- ۶۸3۸

ی با افزایش کارایی سرمایه ساختار دهدمینشان  نتایج. ارزیابی گردید دیتارگرسیون پنل مدل

ت داری تقویطور معنیهای پذیرفته شده در بورس را بهتوان عملکرد مالی بانکو انسانی، می

(، ROA)و وقفه اول کارایی سرمایه فیزیکی  بین داریرابطه مثبت و معنینمود. همچنین 

(ROEو ) (ATO)  این شاخص با وجود دارد اما(MB) داری ندارد. در نهایت نتایج رابطه معنی

یب کارایی سرمایه فکری تأثیر مثبت و معناداری بر رض دهد کهنشان میها آزمونحاصل از 

 د. دارهای پذیرفته شده در بورس اوراق بهادار تهران بانک عملکرد مالی

بت نسبازده دارایی، ، بازده حقوق صاحبان سهااسرمایه فکری، عملکرد مالی،  :واژگان کلیدی

 به دفتری نسبت ارزش بازاردارایی،  گردش

 JEL  : E03, E22, E44بندی طبقه
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 محیط جدید سیاستگذاری برای رسیدن به هدفهای پولی

 زادباستانحسین 

 

 چکیده
مویط سیاستگذاری پولی هسته مرکزی سیستم مالی بوده که بر اساس مجموعه اهداف نوین       

شد پایدار   ست.   غیرتورمی، پایداری بخش خارجی و ثباب قیمتثباب مالی، ر شده ا ها طراحی 

شا          شده  شنهاد  صاد ایران پی ستگذاری پولی که برای اقت سیا مل اهداف نوین، چارچوب جامع 

رهای وضککعیت، ابزارهای سککیاسککتی، مکانیزا انتقال پولی و نیز سککیسککتم پایش بهنگاا   متغی

شد.  می ستا،  با شرا در این را سازگار پردازش    ه مذکور ب که اطالعاب یطیدر  صورب بهنگاا و 

 وضککعیتهای لفهمؤفیت قابل اتکایی جهت سککنجش شکککاف اطالعاب اقتصککاد کالن  ر ،گردد

ستی متعددی ب            سیا ساخته ابزارهای  ست پولی فراهم  سیا سبت به اهداف  صورب  ه کالن ن

ستفاده قرار گرفته که ب      ستگذاری پولی مورد ا سیا از  فنی صورب همقطعی در چارچوب جدید 

های یرهای پیشککرو و آزمونپولی، سککیسککتم هشککدار زودهنگاا، متغطریق شککاخص وضککعیت 

موقعی جهت ترسیم تصویری از   به دبازخور یاستگذاران به س شوند، که  حساسیت رهگیری می  

ها )سککرمایه و نماید. نتر به سککهم غالب بازار داراییشککرایط سککالمت اقتصککاد کالن ارائه می 

ست پولی می     سیا ستغالب( در مجموعه بازارهای مالی و غیرمالی در ایران،  باید بجای تمرکز م

یل جریان وجوه بازار و کانال اعتباری عمال بر تسککه (M2)پول  بیش از حد بر روی رشککد کل

ثرتری نسکککبت به کانال اعتباری در       ای اثر مؤهمچنین، کانال ترازنامه    کید نماید.    ها تأ  دارایی

 هفضای سیاستگذاری جهت توقق اهداف سیاست پولی دارد. در همین راستا، بازارهای سرمای        

 ند.ین مالی جریان وجوه و کسری مالی اقتصاد دارو مستغالب کارایی بیشتری در تأم

 سیاست پولی، مکانیزا انتقال پولی، بازارهای مالیواژگان کلیدی: 

 JEL  : E52, E59, G10بندی طبقه
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 چکیده

صادی          سعه اقت شرفته، در تو شورهای پی سرمایه در ک از طریق هدایت  هاآناهمیت ویژه بازار 
صیص بهینه منابع،  هاهیسرما موثر  ست.  و تخ سرمایه     غیر قابل انکار ا سرمایه گذاری در بازار 

 که این باشد یممستلزا تصمیم گیری در خصوص خرید سهاا جدید و یا فروش سهاا موجود      
سهاا        ضعیت آینده قیمت بازار  صوص و ستیابی به اطالعاتی در خ شد یمخود نیازمند د بی  .با
سرمایه از طریق بازارهای بورس در تماا جهان م    شترین مقدار   .شود یمبادله تردید امروزه بی

شدب     صادهای ملی به  ستع  عملکرد بازاراز  متأثراقت شناخته بودن عوامل  بورس ا داد زیاد و نا
گذاری شککده اسککت. روشککن اسککت که    ورس، موجب عدا اطمینان در سککرمایهثر بر بازار بمؤ

سرمایه گذارانی که بازار بورس        ست و از طرفی برای  صیت عدا اطمینان، امر نامطلوبی ا صو خ
  نیبنابراناپذیر است.  ، این خصوصیت اجتناب  اندنمودهگذاری انتخاب ه عنوان مکان سرمایه را ب

سرمایه  به طور سه     طبیعی تماا تالش  ضر به مقای ست پژوهش حا گذار، کاهش عدا اطمینان ا
یعنی شبکه پرسپترون، شبکه عصبی فازی، درخت   پیش بینی قیمت سهاا چهار مدل متفاوب 

 ۶۸۳۳سکال متوالی از   5بردار پشکتیبان در بازار سکهاا ایران برای   نتصکمیم کارب و رگرسکیو  
شککرکت پذیرفته شککده در بورس اوراق بهادار   ۳۶نمونه پژوهش حاضککر از  .پردازدیم۶۸3۶تا

تهران تشکیل شده است. نتایج حاصله به لوات پنج شاخص خطا مورد ارزیابی و مقایسه قرار        
قیمت سهاا با استفاده از درخت تصمیم کارب خطای     بینیگرفتند و نتایج نشان داد که پیش 

 دارد. هاش کمتری نسبت به سایر رو

بردار فازی، درخت تصمیم کارب و رگرسیونشبکه پرسپترون، شبکه عصبی  های کلیدی:واژه
 پشتیبان

 JEL  :C10, C13, C18 بندیطبقه
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یر ثیه اجتماعی در صنعت بانکداری و تأبررسی آثار کاهش سرما

 آن بر تولید ناخالص داخلی کشور 

 میر شمس فخرالدین مبارکی
 اردوان خواجوی 

 سید رضا سید جوادین
 چکیده

سبتاً جدیدی در علوا اجتماعی و یکی از چالش    صر جدید سرمایه اجتماعی مفهوا ن به  های ع
ان نتران عالج همه مشکککالب در جهکه بنا بر اذعان برخی صککاحب طوریه شککمار می رود ب

در این راسککتا یکی از مشکککالتی که امروزه مدیران   باشککد.مدرن امروز سککرمایه اجتماعی می
باشند عدا اطمینان از  های تولیدی و خدماتی با آن مواجه میها و به خصوص سازمان  سازمان 

باشککد. مدیران اگر بخواهند برای دادهای ضککمنی میاراردادها به خصککوص قراجرای صککویق قر
های گزافی را در پی خواهد اجرای صویق این قراردادها تمامی سازمان را کنترل نمایند هزینه  

داشککت. یک راه درسککت و مطمئن برای حل این مشکککل بکارگیری اجزا و عناصککر سککرمایه    
سازمان  ست ها اجتماعی در  سعی برآن دارد تا با بهره    ا ضر  شه . مطالعه حا های گیری از اندی

ی در صککنعت بانکداری را دانشککمندان سککرمایه اجتماعی، شککواهدی از کاهش سککرمایه اجتماع
سی و تأ  شکل   برر سایر  شور    ثیر آن را به همراه  سرمایه بر میزان تولید ناخالص داخلی ک های 

یدن به سکککرمایه راهکارهایی برای رونق بخشکککآزمون نموده و سکککپس بر مبنای نتایج آزمون 
سازمان  سایی و در اختیار مدی   اجتماعی در  شنا صمیم   ها  سایر فعاالن در حوزه ت گیری و ران و 

دهد که یک رابطه معکوس و     ه های حاصکککل از این توقیق نشکککان می   یافت   نتارب قرار دهد.  
ناخالص داخلی کشککور معناداری میان کاهش سککرمایه اجتماعی در صککنعت بانکداری و تولید 

 برقرار می باشد.  
 بانکداری عدا اطمینان، تولید ناخالص داخلی، سرمایه اجتماعی، کلیدی: واژگان

 JEL :J24, E23, D81, E58بندی طبقه
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